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1. INTRODUCTION 
Transposable elements, first discovered in maize, have 
since been found in all species examined. These mobile 
genetic elements are characterized by their ability to 
transpose from one site in the genome to another, to 
influence host gene expression at the loci where they reside 
and to cause chromosomal rearrangements. The behavior of 
transposable elements (TEs) in maize has been elucidated, 
among others, through the study of variegation in 
pigmentation in the aleurone of the kernel. Segregation 
ratios indicate that the variegated phenotype could result 
from the operation of a one-component, autonomous element or 
through a two-element system comprising a defective receptor 
element that responds to the specific trans-active signal of 
a second element, its regulator. Several families of such 
two-element systems have been characterized on the basis of 
the specificity of transposition elicited by a specified 
regulatory element on its receptor element. Transpositions 
are mediated by the trans-acting functional unit, presumably 
a protein, hypothesized to be transposase. Molecular 
characterization of plant transposable elements reveal three 
distinct features: i) presence of Terminal Inverted Repeats 
(TIRs); the size and composition of TIRs being a diagnostic 
feature of a transposable element system; ii) transposable 
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elements generate Target Site Duplications (TSDs) when they 
insert into a DNA sequence; and iii) cause Duplication or 
Inversion Rich Termini (DIRT) sequences. DNA sequences of 
both the Ac and En/Spm systems of maize have revealed their 
respective receptor elements to be deletion-derivatives of 
their regulatory elements. 
Molecular probes are now available for several 
transposable elements and are exploited in the isolation of 
genes tagged by a known element. Because of their innate 
ability to integrate into the genome, transposable elements 
have been envisioned to be a viable vector to deliver 
desirable genes into plant genomes for agronomic improvement 
of the cultivated species. With a rich history in the 
characterization of transposable element inserts in several 
of the loci implicated in the biosynthesis of anthocyanin in 
maize, transposable elements are providing novel 
possibilities in the elucidation of the structure and 
function of genes. The collective term "genomic stress" has 
been thought to trigger transposable elements. Chromosomal 
alterations and rearrangements engendered by the activities 
of transposable elements as through target site duplications 
which add nucleotides or inversion-rich termini which could 
cause shifts in reading frame, constitute an inherent system 
in the organism for generating diversity and also thus, 
perhaps, providing adaptability in changing environs. 
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The objectives of this study are the genetic 
characterization of the mutant bz-m 826301 with regard to 
1. mode of inheritance 
2. transposable element content and control of 
the mutant 
3. inheritance and basis for altered patterns 
of mutability and 
4. to characterize these changes of state. 
4 
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1. Background 
The origin of genetics can be traced to Aristotle (384 
B.C. to 322 B.C.), "though the real beginnings, even of 
theoretical genetics, go farther back" (Sturtevant, 1965). 
Sturtevant (1965) goes on to say that much of Aristotle's 
discussion of the subject rallies around his criticism of 
the earlier views of Hippocrates (ca. 400 B.C.). Although 
casual observations of natural or artificial hybridizations 
in plants were made over a long period of time and yet had 
been documented for the first time by Cotton Mather on maize 
in 1716, the systematic study of plant hybrids can be said 
to have originated from Kolreuter's publications from 1761 
to 1766 (Sturtevant, 1965). Charles Darwin and Gregor 
Mendel were aware of Kolreuter's work and had discussed it a 
century later. 
Although Mendel's hybridization experiments with Plsum 
and his subsequent discovery of the laws governing the 
transmission of heritable traits are well-known, Mendel's 
other studies with 26 different genera including those on 
Zea had languished, in part due to the scanty data left 
behind by Mendel himself. Nonetheless, the foundation of 
maize genetics can indisputably be traced back to Gregor 
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Mendel as evidenced from his correspondence with Carl von 
Nageli (see Rhoades, 1984). 
In the later part of the 19th century, Hugo de Vries 
and Carl Correns investigated the phenomenon of xenia in the 
endosperm of maize. In the United States, some of the 
earliest studies on maize genetics were those of East and 
Hayes, (1911; Hayes and East, 1911) and Emerson and East 
(1913). Emerson had stumbled on the loose linkage between 
the gametophyte-factor and the sugary gene (later shown to 
be located on chromosome 4) from what were then preplexing 
ratios of starchy and sugary kernels, deviant from the 
expected 3:1 ratio, in the F2 generation. Emerson and East 
(1913) had published a comprehensive analyses of 
quantitative inheritance of maize that related to ear 
length, diameter, row number and other traits. East and 
Hayes detailed the inheritance of several kernel characters 
including those of color, texture and complementary 
interactions between the C and R loci in aleurone color 
formation (East and Hayes, 1911). In the modern era, 
scientists are coupling classical genetic analyses with 
biochemical and molecular approaches to research the 
mechanisms involved in several kernel characters of maize 
such as color. 
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Life on this planet appears in an infinite number of 
shapes and forms and is represented by a number of species; 
there being a few million species among the plants alone. 
Polymorphism, however, has not been restricted to the 
creation of species. Indeed, in every species that has been 
closely examined, as a rule, there appears an abundance of 
variation within the species and even within the sub­
species. One of the basic tasks of genetics has been to 
elucidate the nature, form, organization and function of the 
hereditary material; of what causes such an abundance of 
variation; of how genes work. 
One of the means of elucidating the mechanisms of 
heredity would be to understand the system in a species 
abounding in variation and to draw from bits and pieces of 
information from a study of such variations in our attempt 
to paint the composite. Deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA, has 
been established to be the molecular basis of heredity since 
1953 (Watson and Crick, 1953). Discrete pieces of DNA, 
known as transposable elements, whose presence in the genome 
is recognized by the variegation that they engender, 
contribute to a myriad of variation. The characterization 
of such distinctive units of DNA would, therefore, not only 
merit importance in aiding our understanding of the 
phenomenon of variegation that is so intimately associated 
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with them, but also serve as a principal step in our 
understanding the mechanisms of heredity. 
2.2. Maize as a Genetic Tool 
The species Zea mays has had a long history of genetic 
investigation beginning with Mendel himself who had 
confirmed his observations of the Plsum hybridization 
experiments by examining the inheritance of color in the 
kernels of maize in the year 1870 (litis, 1924). This 
monocotyledonous species lends itself as a tool par 
excellence to genetic studies by facilitating an exacting 
genetic analysis through many of the biological traits that 
are inherent to the plant. Notable among such features are 
the monoecious nature of the plant which eliminates 
cumbersome emasculation procedures in a cross-pollinating 
strategy, the relatively short duration of life cycle of the 
plant that lasts about a hundred days and its good 
adaptation to many climatic regimes. A single pollination 
can yield anywhere up to six hundred kernels each of which 
represents a single mating event and, together, the large 
number of progeny generated from such an event makes 
statistical analyses meaningful. Additionally, the large 
number of progeny generated help score cross-over events 
with ease. On account of these various advantages inherent 
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in the use of maize as a model system, several extensive 
genetic analyses of this species have been made possible 
that, today, all the 20 arms of the genome are well 
identified with several genetic, biochemical and molecular 
markers. Numerous classical analyses of the genome have 
lent support to, and in turn, have been enriched by modern 
investigative procedures at the protein- and DNA-level. 
Many of the biochemical pathways and their genetic 
regulation as that of the biosynthesis of anthocyanin have 
now been well elucidated. Nucleotide sequences of a few of 
the genes are now at hand. Thus, the genome of maize with a 
rich investigative history has not only kept pace with 
advances in our understanding of the mysteries abounding the 
mechanisms of heredity, but has, more aptly, set the pace. 
In the later part of the 19th century, Bateson and de 
Vries sought the study of variation as the logical approach 
to the study of heredity. They were followed by several 
other investigators along the same path (see Peterson, 1986 
for a brief review). 
2.3. Maize Transposable Elements 
One of the earliest published references to the 
interesting phenomenon of variegation in maize, that was 
later identified with mobile genetic elements or 
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transposable elements, can be traced to Professor Rollins 
Adams Emerson who was then at the University of Nebraska. 
Working with 'Calico' maize, he showed for the first time 
that the red-white sectors on ears with variegated pericarp 
to be caused by somatic mutations of the unstable P-vv 
allele (Emerson, 1914, 1917, 1929). Much later, Brink and 
Nilan (1952) established the relationship between the 
instability observed by Dr. Emerson with that of Dr. Barbara 
McClintock's Ac-Ds system of controlling elements. 
Marcus M. Rhoades (1936) described a mutation at the a 
locus in the third chromosome of maize which caused the 
appearance of colored spots on a colorless background in the 
aleurone of kernels and the factor causing this variegation 
was designated as Dotted. This variegation discovered by 
Rhoades was novel from other mutations known prior to it, 
because the mutation at the a locus in the third chromosome 
of the maize genome was later determined as being controlled 
by another element residing elsewhere in the genome, i.e., 
the ninth chromosome. In the 1940s Barbara McClintock 
(1945), in her studies of the loss of a segment of 
chromosome 9 in maize in a specially constructed 
experimental line of plants that had undergone repeated 
cycles of chromosome breakage, had reported on kernel 
variegation at abnormal frequencies. Furthermore, 
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McClintock found this variegation to be heritable and had 
observed this variegation to have resulted from the breakage 
of chromosome nine at a specific site (McClintock, 1945). 
She had termed this site to be the dissociation locus, Ds 
(McClintock, 1945) (Figure 1). However, the breakage events 
at Ds that led to the variegation took place in the presence 
of another factor or element (McClintock, 1946; 1947). 
Because this second element activated the occurrence of the 
breakage event, it was designated as the Activator, Ac locus 
(McClintock, 1946, 1947). McClintock recognized these 
distinctive genetic units that controlled other genes and 
thus called them controlling elements. 
Thus was founded a long series of discoveries and 
investigations into the complex mechanisms of heredity with 
a purpose of understanding these interesting genes, now 
known as transposable elements, in a quest for understanding 
the larger scenario of gene form, organization and function 
through the variants brought forth by themselves. Other 
genetic and molecular features of these transposable 
elements are discussed in the following sections. 
2.3.1. Transposition 
McClintock documented the transposition of the Ds 
allele from its original site which had been proximal to the 
waxy locus to a new position which was now between the C and 
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Sh loci in subsequent plant generations (see Figure 1). This 
new site of Ds was recognized by the new set of breakage 
events which resulted in the predominant loss of the C 
marker. Unequivocal proof for such transposition was 
provided later by Dr. Brink and his associates. 
Brink and Nilan (1952) were the first to observe 
transposition of the Mp allele in their studies of the 
variegated pericarp allele, P-vv. The P-vv allele which 
gives a red color in the cob and the pericarp of maize 
consists of a P-rr allele and a Modulator, Mp, element which 
is closely associated with it. The allele is designated 
either as P-vv or as P-rr-Mp. The documentation of Mp 
transposition arose in a female plant that was heterozygous 
for the P-vv allele (P-ri-Mp/P-ww). The P-ww allele is 
identified with white pericarp and cob color. 
Transposition of Mp away from P-rr-Mp following 
chromosomal replication would result in a daughter 
chromosome (DC 1) with a P-rr allele. Since this P-rr 
allele is no longer physically associated with the Mp 
element, it is relieved of the Mp element's control. 
Inheritance of this allele results in a sector of red 
kernel(s). The other daughter chromosome (DC 2) carries the 
original P-rr-Mp allele. If the newly transposed Mp element 
segregates with the latter referred daughter chromosome (DC 
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2), it results in a light-variegated sector. This light-
variegated sector is, however, not observed if the 
transposed Hp either segregates with the chromosome 
containing the P-rr allele or is lost. Linkage analysis of 
kernels derived from kernels from such sectors reveal Afp to 
be linked, often within 30 map units, to P-rr-Mp (light-
variegated kernels), P-rr (red kernels) or to both these 
alleles (Van Schaik and Brink, 1959; Greenblatt and Brink, 
1962). 
Depending on the location of the insertion and the 
timing of the excision, transposition of Hp away from P-rr-
Mp could result either in its multiplication or loss. If 
transposition of Mp occurs before chromosomal replication of 
the loci, P-rr-Mp, both the daughter cells would have a P-rr 
allele and a transposed Mp element to result in red colored 
kernels (Figure 2). When the Mp element transposes away 
from a P-rr-Mp region prior to replication, and inserts 
itself into a replicated segment of a chromosome, it results 
in both daughter cells having a P-rr (red kernel) 
constitution, yet, in this instance, only one of the two 
daughter cells will have a Mp element in a transposition. 
Thus results the loss of the element. 
The alternate possibility of Mp transposing away after 
chromosomal replication of the P-rr-Mp region, would result 
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in the segregation of Hp with either P-ri-Mp or P-rr. In 
the former instance a twin sector is produced; a colored 
sector results in the latter with no gain or loss of Hp. In 
the twin sector, the red color of kernels denotes a loss of 
Mp while the light variegated sector that of the increase in 
copy number (Figure 3). 
A third possibility results from the excision of Mp 
from a replicated P-rr-Mp site and inserting into a non-
replicated site. When this newly inserted Mp element is 
replicated, one of its copies would segregate with the P-rr 
allele to produce a red sector; the other replicated copy of 
Mp would segregate with P-rr-Mp to produce a light 
variegated sector. Such an excision would lead to progeny 
with an additional copy of Mp. 
Nowick and Peterson (1981) mapped the transposition of 
the Enhancer, En, element along chromosome 3L. The new 
sites of insertion ranged from two to 30 map units from the 
a locus, the site of the original insertion. Transposition 
was determined to be bidirectional, that is, they were both 
proximal and distal to the initial insertional site. 
However, some regions of the chromosome were preferred over 
others. These observations are different from the 
predictions of the replicon model of Greenblatt's (1984) 
that suggested the P locus to be in the middle of a replicon 
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which was replicating in a unidirectional manner from a 
proximal to a distal orientation. Accordingly, areas 
proximal to the P locus will have already replicated by the 
time the P locus begins to replicate. The Mp allele 
transposes out of the p locus after it has undergone 
replication, but moves only into unreplicated regions of the 
chromosome (Figure 4). It is quite possible that the a 
locus investigated by Nowick and Peterson (1981) may not 
have been in the middle of a replicon and this feature may 
well account for the variation from Greenblatt's model. 
2.3.2. A Molecular Model for Transposition 
Genetic analyses of maize transposable elements 
indicate transposition to be dependent on excision and re­
insertion of these elements elsewhere. This prediction is 
analogous to the "cut and paste" model of transposition for 
some of the prokaryotic transposons (Bresler et al., 1983; 
Kleckner et al., 1984). Shapiro (1979) and Arthur and 
Sherratt (1979) have documented replicative transposition 
which involves the movement of only a copy of the element to 
be the principal mode of prokaryotic transposition. 
Although evidence from maize transposable elements does not 
support a model similar to that of the prokaryotic 
replicative transposition for the most part, Friedemann and 
Peterson (1982) suggested that in their Ubiquitous, Uq, 
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system, of the two regulatory elements, "the transposition 
and duplication of one of the regulatory elements occurred 
to another site without the loss of the original Uq at its 
parental site". Although this mode of transposition is in 
agreement with the behavior of other regulatory elements 
reported (McClintock, 1956, 1957; Doerschug, 1973; Peterson, 
1970), the retention of Uq at its original site does not 
conform with the observations of similar events of the En 
system (Nowick and Peterson, 1981). 
Saedler and Nevers (1985) presented a general model of 
the movement of plant transposons. They regard the excision 
event to be an integral component of transposition (see 
Figures 5 and 6). Excision is said to be initiated when 
transposase, the hypothesized element-coded enzyme, 
identifies the ends of its particular class of transposable 
element. This enzyme is envisioned as capable of 
recognizing the terminal inverted repeat (TIR) sequences of 
an element and drawing them together as to bring the target 
site duplications (TSDs) in the native DNA strand close 
together. After such a formation of an enzyme-DNA complex, 
the transposase causes staggered nicks at the 5' ends of the 
insertion site, the duplicated target sequences. This leads 
to the severing of the element from the target site DNA. 
There are, now, complementary, single stranded copies of the 
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duplication on each of the 5' ends. Repair of the nicks 
caused by the txansposase are thought to be brought about by 
the action of polymerase and a 5' exonuclease. The 
polymerase would use the single-stranded regions as 
templates to fill in the gaps. The 5' exonuclease would 
degrade the single-stranded ends and thus remove the 
insertion site duplication; depending on the extent of 
degradation, the resulting sequences would contain either 
deletions or duplications. If one of the two single strands 
were completely degraded, while the other is replicated, 
ligation of the resulting double-stranded termini would 
result in the restoration of the original, progenitor 
sequence. Template switching by the polymerase would lead 
to sequence inversions. These latter variants could 
possibly result in altered proteins and their potential role 
in the evolution of the species is discussed later. 
2.3.3. En-I (Sym) system 
McClintock isolated three alleles at the a-2 and the a 
loci (a-2 ml McClintock, 1948; a-ml and a-m2 McClintock, 
1951) from the progeny of plants that had undergone the 
breakage-bridge-fusion (BBF) cycle and determined their 
mutability to be unrelated to the Activator, Ac, system. 
Later, McClintock described the Suppressor-Mutatoi, (Spm), 
system as regulating the mutability of the a-ml, a-m2 
(McClintock, 1954) and the a-2ml (McClintock, 1957) alleles. 
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The Spm element was first described by McClintock 
(1954) on the basis of its action on a particular state of 
the a-ml allele, derived from an original state that she 
regarded to be autonomous (McClintock, 1951). This 
derivative state a-m 5719A-1 has a kernel phenotype of 
uniform anthocyanin pigmentation in the absence of Spm; but 
in its presence, however, the pigmentation is entirely 
suppressed and spots or dots of dark pigmentation appear on 
a colorless background in the aleurone of the kernel. This 
isolated allele, a-ml(5719A-1) led to the origination of the 
Spm system and its suppressor and mutator functions. 
An unstable pale-green mutant, pg-m, under the 
autonomous control of the Enhancer (En) element, was 
characterized by Peterson in 1953. This mutant arose from 
the progeny of seed that had been irradiated in the Bikini 
atoll. This plant transposable element system has since 
been established to be functionally homologous to 
McClintock's Spm system (Peterson, 1965), notwithstanding 
the independent origin and discovery of the two systems. 
Reports of other systems of transposable elements 
regulating mutability of genes in maize have been added. At 
present, 115 alleles have been characterized encompassing 
all but two of the ten chromosomes, as under the control of 
one of 13 different transposable element systems of maize 
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alone (Nevers et al., 1986). (For the most updated catalog 
of variegated alleles in several plant species see Nevers et 
al. (1986)). 
2.4. Transposable Elements: An Overview 
2.4.1. General Characteristics 
A critical link between mobile genetic elements and its 
relation to variegation came about through the discovery of 
a c-mutable allele identified as c-ml (McClintock, 1948). 
This mutant was typified by a change from c to C; that is, 
colored spots on a colorless background only in the presence 
of Ac. McClintock (1948) concluded that this variegation 
was caused by Ds which inhibited genetic expression of the C 
locus to result in a colorless aleurone. The removal of Ds 
from the C locus by Ac during the ontogeny of the endosperm 
resulted in the clonal restoration of color which manifested 
as colored spots on a colorless background. (Although the 
Dotted variegation phenomenon in maize was described by 
Rhoades earlier in 1936 and was shown to result from the 
mutation of a to A, the basis of this mutable allele 
ascribed to the action of the transposable element Dt 
located elsewhere in the genome, in chromosome 9, was 
unknown to him then.) These elements have since been found 
in all plant species examined with the notable exception of 
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tomato (see reviews by Kleckner, 1977, 1981; Shapiro and 
Cordell, 1982; Nevers et al., 1986; Doring and Starlinger, 
1986). 
Transposable elements are unique pieces of DNA that 
have the ability to transpose from one site in the genome to 
another. Their presence in the genome comes to be often 
recognized by their disruptive role of turning off the gene 
function at the loci that they reside. If such loci that 
harbor these transposable elements were associated with 
readily recognizable phenotypes as those associated with the 
biosynthesis of anthocyanin or starch in the kernels of 
maize, the presence of these elements becomes apparent by 
the variegation observed in the phenotype. Such a 
variegation can be brought about either through the loss of * 
distal markers as a direct consequence of site specific 
breakage of chromosome mediated by the transposable element 
or as a result of the disruptive inhibition of the insertion 
of a transposable element at a locus and its subsequent 
excision. In the latter case when a transposable element 
integrates into or very close to a gene, such an integration 
disrupts that gene's function as a result of an insertional 
inactivation. Relief from such inactivation is had when the 
inserted element excises and transposes away in some of the 
cells during their development and such an excision restores 
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near-normal to normal gene function in the clones of such 
cells. An allele that experiences visitations and exhibits 
variegation as a result of excision events is said to be an 
unstable or mutable allele. The bronze locus of maize is 
one of the several genes involved in the biosynthesis of 
anthocyanin. If the bronze locus were associated with 
mutability caused by a transposable element, it would be 
designated as bz-m. Excision events that occur very early 
in the development of the somatic tissue may include the 
sporogenous tissue also and such excisions would lead to 
germinal derivatives. Such revertants can be read at the 
somatic level, as in the case of the bronze locus, which 
leads to fully colored aleurone and in the germinal tissue 
where it can be rescued. Such a revertant allele is 
designated as Bz', the symbol being used to demarcate 
the revertant from the original, Bz- locus, with both of 
these alleles having the ability to synthesize their 
'normal' gene product. Imprecise excisions may lead to 
stable, non-responsive alleles which have a null (recessive) 
phenotype, and are recognized as, in the case of the Bz 
allele, bz-st or bz-n(r). 
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2.4.2. Molecular Characteristics 
With recent advances in biochemical analyses and the 
advent of restriction endonucleases that digest specific DNA 
sequences, molecular investigations of transposable elements 
are now being routinely examined. From the early 
characterization of three transposable element systems (Ac, 
En/Spm and Mutator), it has been established that 
transposable elements have three distinct molecular 
features. They are endowed with terminal inverted repeats 
(TIRs) which comprise six or more nucleotides placed in 
opposite orientations at the two termini of an element. It 
has been shown that the size and the composition of these 
TIRs to be unique to each family of transposable element 
systems. A second distinctive feature of transposable 
elements is that they cause target site duplications (TSDs) 
at their insertional site of the DNA. The number of such 
base pairs duplicated is yet another characteristic feature 
of a transposable element (Figure 7). The third diagnostic 
feature is the creation of duplication and/or inversion rich 
termini (DIRT sequences) (Starlinger et al., 1985). 
Different molecular features of some of the maize 
transposable element families that have been characterized 
at the molecular level are listed in Table 1. Among the 
states that have been critically examined in the Ac and the 
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En(Spm} families, all the receptor elements that have been 
described in the En system have been shown to be deletion-
derivative regulatory elements. 
2.4.3. Mode of Action 
Transposable elements exist in one of two forms; either 
a single element, termed regulator (also known as regulatory 
element or autonomous element) (Fincham and Sastry, 1974) or 
as a two-element system which comprises a regulator and its 
respective receptor (also known as non-autonomous element). 
An autonomous element, by definition, can, of its own accord 
integrate into a site of the genome and can equally bring 
about its own excision. In a non-autonomous element system 
composed of a regulator and its receptor, whereas the 
regulator component is autonomous and can integrate into a 
site and excise out on its own, the receptor component is 
dependent on the transactive signal of its regulator to 
accomplish either insertion or excision (Figure 8). There 
is thus, a "master-slave" relationship between the 
regulatory element and its receptor element. Based on 
genetic evidence, Peterson (1961, 1970) and McClintock 
(1962) had suggested the receptor elements to be defective 
regulators which had lost their ability to bring about their 
own transposition. Recent molecular analyses of the Ac-Ds 
(Fedoroff et al. 1983, Doring and Starlinger, 1984) and the 
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En-I system (Pereira et al., 1985) have vindicated the 
earlier predictions, at least in these two instances that 
have been probed. This is based on the finding that the 
functioning regulatory element gave rise to derivatives that 
are no longer self-functional but retain the TIRs and TSDs 
of the parent form. 
2.4.4. Specificity of Regulator-Receptor Interactions 
A regulator elicits responses of excision and 
transposition only from a certain specific receptor which 
may be located anywhere within the genome. Such a specific 
response between the regulator and its receptor, alluded to 
earlier as the "master-slave" relationship, contributes to 
the formulation of a family of transposable elements. For 
example, the receptor allele r-ug associated with the a 
locus (or for that matter located anywhere in the genome) 
will excise and transpose away (visualized as colored spots 
on a colorless background in the aleurone of the kernel when 
at the a locus) only in response to the transactive signal 
of its regulator, the Uq element, which resides elsewhere in 
the genome. Several of such specific interactions are 
enumerated in Figure 9. Notable exceptions to this 
generality are found in the Ac-2 which activates mutability 
of its receptor element Ds at the bz-m2 locus but does not 
cause breakage on chromosome nine as does Ac (Rhoades and 
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Dempsey, 1982). Likewise, Spf (Singh et al., 1975) is 
restricted in its activity on R-i#2, while the regulator Feu 
causes mutability on both r-cu and R-r#2 (Gonella and 
Peterson, 1978). 
Two regulatory elements are regarded to be functionally 
homologous and as belonging to the same system of 
transposable elements when they cause mutability of the same 
receptor locus. This test represents an assay system for 
specificity and identifies homologous systems. This is 
found to be true with the Ac/Up (Barclay and Brink, 1954) 
En/Spm (Peterson, 1965), Fcu/Spf (Gonella and Peterson, 
1977) and Robertson's Mutator/Cy (Schnable, 1986). 
Autonomous elements in addition to mediating their own 
transposition can and do elicit transpositions of their 
respective non-autonomous, receptor elements. Upon 
insertion, these elements cause target site duplications 
(TSDs) of their host DNA. The strict conservation of the 
number of bases of TSDs created by these elements and that 
of the TIRs in the regulatory and receptor elements of a 
given family of maize transposable elements is postulated to 
have a role in target site recognition and excision of the 
element by the regulator-mediated transposase (Peterson, 
1986). The Ac series is characterized by 8 bp TSDs and 11 
bp TIRs (Sachs et al., 1983; DÔring and Starlinger, 1986). 
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The En/Spm group has a 3 bp TSD and a 13 bp TIR (Schwarz-
Sommer et al., 1984). The Mul element has TIRs of 213 and 
215 bp and a 9 bp TSD. 
The Saedler and Nevers model of plant transposable 
element transposition postulates the initiation of 
transposition to begin with the recognition of the TIRs by 
the element-mediated enzyme, transposase. Excision of the 
element follows with the drawing together of the target site 
duplications (TSDs) in the native DNA strand, formation of a 
DNA-enzyme complex and so on (see Section 2.3.2. for 
details). 
In the Spm/En series there are three I element inserts, 
am-1 6078, am-1 5719A-1 and am-1 1112, that are distinctly 
different from each other in their phenotype and length of 
insert. State 6078 is 2242 bp long, while state 5719A-1 and 
state 1112 are 789 and 945 bp long, respectively. Yet, all 
the three states share a common motif of 3 bp TSDs and 13 bp 
TIRs (Tacke et al., 1986). All the three states lack 
internal homology among themselves, though. And all these 
three states respond to Spm/En signals. Likewise, with the 
Ac element series, the number of bases in the TSDs and the 
TIRs is a constant 8 and 11, respectively, in all the 
inserts probed thus far even though the length of the 
inserts themselves is highly variable (Doring and 
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Starlinger, 1986; see Table 2 for details). Yet, receptors 
of Ac located at different alleles respond to Ac signal(s). 
The TIRs serve as the recognition site for the putative 
enzyme, transposase, that are mediated by the specific 
elements Spm/En or Ac, as the case may be but are not 
mediated by any of the other dozen or so regulatory elements 
that may be present in the genome. This provides an 
important clue to the mode of action of specificity. 
2.4.5. Dosage 
The dosage, or number of copies of a mutable allele 
and/or the autonomous element that regulates the mutability 
at this allele in the aleurone tissue, influences the 
spotting pattern seen on a kernel (Caldwell, 1986). The 
endosperm of maize is a triploid tissue as a result of the 
fusion of a sperm nucleus with two polar nuclei and, 
therefore, there are three sets of chromosomes. Hence, the 
number of mutant alleles in the endosperm can be one of the 
following of 0,1,2 or 3 copies, depending on which of the 
two gametes contributes the allele (neither male nor female 
gametes; male only; female only; both male and female, 
respectively). The regulatory element can exist anywhere 
between one to several copies. 
Among all the systems known today in maize, a-dt 
regulated by Dt is the only receptor allele to demonstrate a 
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dosage effect. Rhoades (1936) established a linear 
relationship between an increase in the number of spots and 
an increase in the number of a-dt receptor alleles for a 
given constant copy number of its regulator, Dt. The 
reverse was also shown to be true when the dosage of Dt was 
increased from one to three while keeping the number of 
copies of a-dt constant. However, in this latter case, the 
increase was exponential rather than linear (Rhoades, 1941; 
Nuffer, 1955). 
Similar positive effects of increased spotting pattern 
with an increase with the number of regulatory elements as 
Dt have been documented with other systems as the Feu 
(Gonella and Peterson, 1977), Ug (Friedemann and Peterson, 
1982) and Ac-flow (in Schnable and Peterson, 1986). The 
standard Ac/Mp element, however, exhibits a reverse dosage 
where, as the copy number of Ac increases, the size and 
frequency of the spots decreases (McClintock, 1948; Brink, 
1954) . 
Such an anomalous behavior of Ac has been hypothesized 
to result from competition between multiple Ac elements for 
a limited gene-activating factor (Schwartz, 1984). 
Accordingly, the dosage effect is correlated with the 
physiological state of the cell, such that, in actively 
dividing cells, Ac-mediated transpositions occur only in the 
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presence of a single Ac element, and this Ac is rendered 
non-functional if additional Ac elements are present. Large 
sectors of variegated phenotype result from transpositions 
in actively dividing cells. In the presence of numerous 
Acs, however, transpositions occur in cells that are no 
longer dividing actively and, therefore, result in small 
variegated sectors of one or few cells. The hypothesis 
further states that for it to function, the Ac element must 
interact with a specific Ac-activating factor. This 
activating factor, though, is produced in a limited 
quantity. Therefore, each Ac element is only partially 
saturated and hence is non-functional. Thus, increasing the 
dosage of Ac results in the repression of Ac function in 
actively dividing cells. Accumulation of the Ac-activating 
factor towards the end of the ontogeny of the tissue might 
provide adequate numbers of factor-molecules as to saturate 
more than one Ac element. Such a saturation would then 
account for the occurrence of small revertant sectors in 
tissues carrying more than a single dose of Ac (Schwartz, 
1984). 
2.4.6. Tissue Specificitv 
Some regulatory elements exhibit tissue specificity as 
seen in a-m (ciown) and a-m (flow) (Peterson, 1965; 1966) 
where mutability is found restricted to the crown or the 
base of the kernel respectively. Ac-flow likewise shows a 
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mutability, similarly restricted, to the base of the kernel 
(Schnable and Peterson, 1986). 
The En-v, (En-varlable) element showed a lower spotting 
pattern in the main-stalk ear and a higher spotting pattern 
in the tiller-ear (Fowler and Peterson, 1978). This 
increased level of mutability seen in the tiller-ears is 
maintained when transmitted through the main-stalk ear in 
the next generation. These observations indicate that 
transient alterations of the En~v activity can be produced 
by the stage of development. 
2.4.7. Changes of State 
Early in the studies of the Ds element, McClintock had 
determined that alterations in the Ds element could lead to 
changes in frequency of mutability (McClintock, 1949). Such 
changes were described as "changes of state". Of the two 
classes of Ds changes isolated. State I induced many 
chromosomal breaks, yet only a few reversions, while State 
II caused few chromosomal breaks but many reversions. 
A change of state can be associated both with the 
receptor element and the regulator element. Since 
autonomously controlled mutable alleles have both the cis 
effect [those associated with receptors (response to S and M 
functions)], and the trans functions [those associated with 
regulatory elements, (S and M functions)], these mutable 
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alleles exhibit states of change of both the receptor and 
the regulatory element. 
States of change of the regulatory element have been 
isolated in a few systems as Ac (McClintock, 1948, 1950a), 
Dt (Doerschug, 1973; 1976), Bg (Salamini et al., 1982) En 
(Peterson, 1977; Reddy and Peterson, 1985) and in Cy 
(Schnable, 1986). 
Although the initial discovery of the changes of state 
was made in the Ac-Ds system, the phenomenon has been well 
elucidated in studies of the En-I/Spm system due to the 
intrinsic complexity of the system and the easily scoreable 
assays facilitated by it. Changes in state can occur at 
either the mutator, M, or the suppressor, S, or involve both 
components of the element (Peterson, 1981). While the 
mutator component induces transposition, the suppressor 
component suppresses the expression of the gene that is 
being regulated. Some of the I induced mutants are pale in 
the absence of the Spm/En element; however, they exhibit a 
spotted phenotype in a colorless background in the presence 
of the Spm/En element. The pale color results from the 
occurrence of restricted gene action, while the spotting 
stems from the mutator function as a result of the 
transposition of the I element (McClintock, 1955). Such a 
response elicited by the standard Spm/En element with an I 
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insert is designated as Spm-s (s for standard). A change in 
the spotting pattern with fewer and later mutations has been 
recovered, and it has been shown that such a change was 
brought about by a weaker Spm (w) (w for weak) element. 
Additionally, the weaker derivative of Spm element differs 
from its progenitor, standard Spm, by producing a lighter 
background pigmentation. Thus, both the S and the M 
components now produce a seemingly diluted or weaker effect. 
Changes of state in the receptor element have been 
isolated in the mutant a-ml(5719A~l) (McCllntock, 1965a). 
This derivative mutant arose from the earlier isolate of a-
ml, the a-ml(6078). While the progenitor allele is almost 
fully colored either due to the very early, or late and 
frequent excisions in the presence of the Spm/En element, 
its derivative allele, the a-ml(5719A-1) is pale in the 
absence of Spm/En and exhibits few spots on a colorless 
background in the presence of the element (McClintock, 
1965a; Reddy and Peterson, 1984). The phenotypic change of 
the insertional mutant a-ml 6078-1 discovered earlier, 
resulted in fewer excision events in the presence of Spm/En; 
and in the absence of Spm/En, there appeared a pale 
coloration due to the partial expression of the a locus 
(McClintock, 1965a). 
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2.4.8. Mechanisms for Changes of State 
Two different hypotheses have been proposed to explain 
the genetic bases of such changes of state. The composition 
hypothesis of McClintock's, first proposed in 1948, 
identifies structural alterations of the transposable 
element to result in changes of state (Reddy, 1982). An 
alternate hypothesis proposed by Peterson (1976, 1977) 
recognizes the role of the location of an element within one 
of several structural components of a gene to cause 
different phenotypes in a mutant locus. 
Genetic and molecular analyses are supportive of either 
hypotheses. Two distinct states of I, a-ml 6078 and a-ml 
5719A-1, are quite easily distinguishable through their 
phenotype; when En is absent, a-ml 6078 is nearly colorless 
but is almost colored with pale or colorless sectors in the 
presence of En. In contrast, a-wl 5719A-1 is nearly full 
colored in the absence of En; it is colorless with pale to 
colored spots in the presence of En. Analysis of the 
structure of I elements associated with these two states 
differ in their composition rather than in their respective 
insertion sites at the A locus (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 
1985b): State 1-6078 was 2.2 kb long while state I-5719A-1 
was but 789 bp long but in the same site and same 
orientation as the parental 16078. State am-1 1112 is 
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another £?n-induced derivative of the am-1 6078 allele (Reddy 
and Peterson, 1985). Phenotypically, this derived state 
resembles that of the state am-1 5719A-1 allele in the 
kernels being almost fully colored in the absence of En 
while they are colorless with a few spotted spots in the 
presence of En. Sequence analysis of state am-1 1112 
revealed it to be a deletion derivative of its progenitor, 
state am-1 6078, and to be inserted in the selfsame position 
and orientation as its progenitor. The length of the insert 
was 945 bp (Tacke et al., 1986). Because these elements 
were inserted in the same position in the A gene and in the 
same orientation as well, their differences in phenotypic 
expression were attributed to their differences in 
structure; i.e., the length of the inse-rtional element, thus 
supportive of the composition hypothesis. 
Schiefelbein et al. (1985) isolated six changes of 
state at bz-ml3. Four of these changes were traced to 
result from alterations in the composition of the d~Spm 
element, viz., deletions, rather than their position within 
the Bz locus. In the other two instances, neither gross 
changes in composition in relation to the number of base-
pairs nor position was detected. However, one of the two of 
the latter category designated as Change of State-1 (Cs-1) 
apparently is modified as assayed by methylation-sensitive 
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restriction enzyme, in a GC rich sequence that is apparently 
important to Spm function and d-Spm response (V. Raboy, 
1987, Laboratory of Genetics, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI, personal communication). 
McClintock had isolated an interesting type of Spm 
insertion at the a locus which she had termed as the al-m2 
allele (McClintock, 1951). This new isolate was different 
from the other Spm-controlled mutants at the a locus, 
(al-ml) and wx-m8 described previously by her, in that, 
while in the earlier isolates, gene action at the a locus 
was suppressed in the presence of an active Spm, the reverse 
was true in the al-m2 mutant; gene action was suppressed 
when Spm was inactive; but gene action was expressed when 
Spm was active (McClintock, 1962). Further, reversible 
changes that inactivated the regulatory element coordinately 
inactivated the host gene also (McClintock, 1962). 
McClintock (1962) had isolated a number of spontaneous 
derivatives of this original state, ial-m2) and had 
characterized some of these isolates as being bereft of 
autonomous transpos it ion-capabi1ity. 
Masson et al. (1987) conducted a molecular probing of 
nine of the derivatives of McClintock's al-m2 states 
(McClintock, 1962). The phenotypic and structural features 
of these nine alleles are presented in Table 2. 
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Eight of the nine alleles were shown to be derived as a 
result of one insert in the A locus ranging from 1.1 kb to 
8.3 kb; the remaining allele had two inserts in the A locus. 
Within resolution of genomic mapping, the site of insertion 
in all the nine alleles was found to be the same. Seven of 
the nine alleles had varying levels of internal deletions 
(1.7 kb to 7.2 kb). On the basis of sequence data from 
these alleles, the authors further state that excision 
frequency among these alleles to be dependent on the 
preservance of sequences "adjacent to, and not in the sub-
terminal repetitive region" (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1984; 
1985b) and pin down the sequences between 0.27 kb and 0.86 
kb from the element's 5' end as being critical to the cis-
determinant of transposition (Masson et al., 1987). 
The diagnosis of Ac at the Nx locus supports the 
position hypothesis (Peterson, 1977). Two states of the 
Waxy mutants, wx-m7 and wx-m9 are distinguishable on the 
basis of the level of Wx gene action. The wx-m7 has an 
intermediate level while the wx-m9 has very little to none 
of amylose (McClintock, 1964, 1963). Sequence analysis of 
these two mutants by Muller-Neumann et al. (1984), Pohlman 
et al. (1984) and English et al. (1987) reveal the Ac 
elements to be identical but are inserted at different 
regions of the Nx gene. Thus, the differences in the levels 
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of amylose expression in these two mutants is a function of 
the location or the position of the insert. Changes of 
state are very likely brought about from the operation of 
both these mechanisms; namely, composition as well as 
position of insertion of the element. 
2.4.9. Changes of Phase 
Changes of phase are alterations in the functioning of 
the transposable element from an active to an inactive mode 
or vice-versa. Peterson (1966) described cyclical changes 
of phase to be phase variation. The initial description of 
changes of phase and phase variation were made by McClintock 
(1957, 1958). The two components of the En/Spm element, the 
S and the M, have been shown to undergo phase variation 
independently (Peterson, 1981). The disappearance and the 
re-occurrence of the S and the M functions are thought to 
result from transient inactivation rather than true losses. 
Molecular evidence from studies on the wx-m7 mutant, which 
exhibits phase variation, points to no alteration in either 
the position or the orientation of the Ac element at this 
mutant allele, but rather a modification of the element, as 
through methylation, in its inactive phase (Chomet and 
Dellaporta, 1984). Such changes in phase have been 
documented in other systems of maize transposable elements 
as the Dt, Uq and Ac (see Schnable, 1986). 
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2.5. Plant Transposons and Retroviruses 
Retroviruses are parasitic ribo-nucleic acid (RNA) 
viruses of vertebrates (Varmus, 1983). They replicate 
through a provirus, a DNA intermediate that is integrated 
into the host genome. The invasion of the viral RNA is 
followed by its reverse transcription into a linear double-
stranded DNA. A complex of viral RNA, a t-RNA primer, 
reverse transcriptase and the RNA binding gag protein 
ensues. The linear DNA molecule then enters the nucleus and 
forms circular entities that have either one or two long 
terminal repeats (LTRs). Two-LTR forms integrate into 
random sites in the host DNA (Panganiban and Temin, 1984). 
The now integrated provirus puts forth transcripts that are 
processed and translated to result in the sub-units of the 
viral particles. Nascent virions are assembled and released 
to the outside through a budding process of the plasmalemma 
(Varmus and Swanstrom, 1984). 
Bsl and Cln4 are maize transposable elements with 
overlapping features with those of retrotransposons and 
retroviruses {Bslt Johns et al., 1985; J.L. Bennetzen, 1987, 
Department of Biological Sciences, Purdue University, 
Lafayette, IN, personal communication; Cln4: Schwarz-Sommer, 
1987). 
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The sequence analysis of Bsl reveals the following 
features: i) identical 302 bp long terminal direct repeats 
(LTRs); ii) a 5 bp duplication of the host Adhl DNA flanking 
the site of insertion; iii) a t-RNA primer site 2 bp 
downstream from the 5' LTR; iv) a sequence rich in purines 
upstream of the 3' LTR. In the Bsl element two open reading 
frames (ORFs) were recognized and the longer ORF had a high 
sequence-homology to the protease and reverse transcriptase 
enzymes of other known retrotransposons (J.L. Bennetzen, 
Department of Biological Sciences, Purdue University, 
Lafayette, IN, personal communication). Likewise the 
sequence analysis of Cln4 reveals it to share several 
structural features in common with those of non-viral 
retrotransposons (Schwarz-Sommer, 1987). 
Fincham and Sastry (1974) had invoked the lack of 
insertion site specificity of plant transposable elements 
and postulated that these mobile genetic elements may have 
descended from viruses. The sequence of events to suggest 
such an origination of plant transposable elements includes: 
an original entry of the virus into a plant genome as a 
relatively harmless provirus; followed by integration into 
the plant genome; loss of ability to procreate infective 
viral particles; and eventually becoming involved in the 
regular control processes of the host genome. 
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With the discovery of the two maize transposable 
elements Bsl and Cin4 that are nearly confirmed to be 
retroviruses or retrotransposons, and from their strong 
structural similarities that includes the key presence of a 
reverse transcriptase-1ike gene, the viral origin of plant 
transposable elements postulated by Fincham and Sastry 
appears to be a reasonably plausible (even if not entirely 
for their train of thought for such an origin). Although 
Mul is the only other sequenced transposable element to 
share one of the features of retroviruses, namely the long 
terminal repeats (213 and 215 bp long), sequences of all the 
rest of the other analyzed transposable elements have from 
zero iTz86 (Dellaporta and Wessler 1984)] to 13 terminal 
repeats [Enl (Pereira et al., 1985)]. The Bsl element, 
which shares several features in common with those of 
retroviruses, is distinctly different from those of other 
active plant transposable elements in its scanty copy number 
per diploid genome (1 to 5 as compared to several more in 
others; see Section 2.3.2.), has longer terminal repeats 
(304 bp vs. 0 to 13 in others) and often has a sluggish 
level of activity. 
Saedler and Nevers (1985), in their general model of 
plant transposable element transposition, suggested that the 
initiation of transposition was with the recognition of the 
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inverted terminal repeats (TIRs) by the element-coded 
enzyme, transposase. This has exposed other questions. Were 
the length of the TIR a critical feature for transposition, 
the economizing of this length in most of the other 
sequenced plant transposable elements as compared to that of 
Bsl and Mul must offer a certain selective advantage for 
such a truncated TIR and for its maintenance in the families 
of transposable elements that are active. And yet, Mul, the 
only other plant transposable element to share one of the 
structural features with Bsl in having a long terminal 
repeat (213 bp and 215 bp), is at variance with Bsl by its 
numerous copies in a maize genome, its high level of 
activity and lack of any sequence homology for protease- or 
reverse transcriptase-like enzymes within the element. 
A viral origin of plant transposable elements (see 
Fincham and Sastry, 1974) and a possible role of 
retroviruses in the general functions of such transposable 
elements will have to account for the grossly reduced number 
of bases in the terminal repeats, a feature common among the 
rest of the active transposable elements. 
Cln4, the other retrotransposon-like plant transposable 
element to be sequenced in maize, has a 3198 bp long ORF. 
The putative 1066 long amino acid from such a sequence has 
the characteristics of a reverse transcriptase-like protein 
(Schwarz-Sommer, 1987). 
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The significance of these findings await further data 
and analysis. 
2.6. Induction of Transposable Element-Mediated Mutations 
in Maize 
McClintock isolated numerous unstable mutations 
associated with several loci (McClintock, 1946, 1950a) in 
plants that were undergoing breakage-bridge-fusion (BBF) 
cycle (McClintock, 1942a , 1942b). McClintock recovered 
chromosomal breakage at Ds on chromosome 9 in the presence 
of Ac in the progeny of plants undergoing BBF (McClintock, 
1947). The various modes of activation of different maize 
transposable elements are enlisted in Table 3. Mutants of a 
Spm/En system were later isolated from plants undergoing 
similar BBF cycles (McClintock, 1954). Likewise, chromosome 
breakage was shown to be pivotal for the exposure of the 
regulatory element Dt (McClintock, 1950b, 1965a; Doerschug, 
1973). The Ac-2, Mrh and Mut families of transposable 
elements were recovered in lines that were undergoing 
dicentric bridge formation which led to the loss of segments 
of chromatin from knobbed A chromosomes (Rhoades and 
Dempsey, 1982). Unstable mutants caused by transposable 
elements have been recovered from plants and from plant 
materials exposed to various different sources of mutagens. 
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The En regulated mutant pg-m (Peterson, 1953) was 
recovered from kernels exposed to the atomic bomb at Bikini 
(Peterson, 1960). Mutable genes under En regulation at 
other loci have since been recovered from this same source 
(Peterson, 1961). X- and UV-ray induction of mutations 
associated with the Ac, Dt and En have also been documented 
(Neuffer, 1966; Bianchi et al., 1969). 
Sprague and McKinney (1966) and Mottinger et al. 
(1984b) recovered mutations in various loci following 
infection of maize seedlings with barley-stripe or wheat-
streak-mosaic-virus. The Uq-ruq system (Friedemann and 
Peterson, 1982; Pereira and Peterson, 1985) and unstable 
insertion at the sh locus (Mottinger et al., 1984b; 
Dellaporta and Chomet 1985) were obtained from lines 
exhibiting the aberrant ratio phenomenon. 
Lines containing transposable elements have been used 
to isolate mutations regulated by the same element at loci 
previously unknown, as in En-I system (Peterson, 1978), Ac-
Ds system (McClintock, 1948), Ug-rug system (Caldwell, 
1986), Robertson's Mutator for the induction of Mu-1 
insertion (Strommer et al., 1982). Additionally, these 
lines have also been used in the recovery of mutations by 
new, unrelated systems as in the Cy system (Schnable and 
Peterson, 1986) and the Mr-Rm system (Chang and Neuffer, 
1987). 
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Numerous progeny with Ac activity were recovered in 
plants derived from tissue culture (Peschke et al., 1985). 
The coinduction of Ug activity and an mn-type mutant by the 
2 *-deoxycytidine analog 5-Aza-2'-deoxycytidine was reported 
by Pan and Peterson (Y. B. Pan, 1987, Department of 
Agronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, personal 
communication). 
2.7. Origin and Role of Transposable Elements 
Based on the nature of timing, frequency and tissue 
specificity of transposable element-mediated mutational 
events, McClintock first propounded the idea of normal 
control mechanism as a role of transposable elements in the 
genome (McClintock, 1951). However, the lack of insertion-
site specificity of these elements led Fincham and Sastry to 
discount such a role (Fincham and Sastry, 1974). Instead, 
they suggested a viral origin for these mobile elements. 
The Fincham and Sastry (1974) hypothesis postulates 
that viral particles are thought to have entered the genome 
in a non-infective capacity and to have become integrated 
with the host genome eventually. In such a scenario, the 
absence of any lead role for such elements in the regulation 
of native genes' function would seem acceptable, and in 
fact, a plausible role in altering the genome so as to 
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facilitate the element's better survival and adaptability 
gains currency. 
Such a role of transposable elements in the evolution 
of the species and speciation itself have been the mainstay 
of McClintock's hypothesis of recent years (McClintock, 
1978, 1984). Accordingly, the genomes have an innate 
capacity to respond to "shocks" that threaten their very 
survival. Such "shocks" can be induced by several agents or 
conditions such as the ones resulting from irradiation 
(Peterson, 1953), wide hybridizations (Mangelsdorf, 1958), 
or caused by an RNA virus (Friedemann and Peterson, 1982; 
Mottinger et al., 1984a),. or chromosome breakage 
(McClintock, 1984), or tissue culture (Peschke et al., 
1985). The crux of the "Genome Stress Hypothesis" of 
McClintock's is the activation of the hitherto 'quiescent' 
transposable element under conditions of "shock". Such an 
activation sets in motion several changes in the genome so 
as to restructure it. 
The presence of sequence homology between several 
receptor alleles (defective elements) of a given 
transposable element family system, that may be distributed 
widely in the genome, the increased opportunity for the 
formation of chiasmata between non-homologous chromosomes at 
these regions of homology, and a consequent rearrangement of 
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chromosomal arms during meiosis could provide for gross 
chromosomal rearrangements, and more importantly, cause a 
state of genomic flux attendant upon such rearrangements. 
In any event, there is no known evidence to suggest any 
orderly reorganization of the genome. And yet, as with any 
mutational event, a wide array of "useful" and "not-so-
useful" results emanate from such a reorganization and some 
of these changes are expected to contribute to increased 
fitness of the organism (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1985b). 
Thus, transposable elements can be thought of to play a 
significant role in evolution by creating sequence diversity 
as through altering gene expression. Such diversity 
contributes to genetic variability in populations. 
The theory of creation of such variants via altered 
gene products through the mediation of transposable elements 
and the consequent increase in fitness of the species in an 
ever increasingly changing environment gains in significance 
when especially applied to the plant species. Since most 
plants are firmly anchored to the soil or are otherwise not 
capable of motility at will, the chances of their escaping 
an unfavorable agent or an adverse condition are nearly non­
existent as compared to most animals that are endowed with 
mobility (Freeling, 1984). Yet, if the plant species were 
to survive the onslaught of unfavorable factors, it has to 
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evade them and, perhaps, does so by putting out an altered 
protein, thanks to the mediation of "quiescent" transposable 
elements that are triggered into action by these very 
unfavorable factors themselves. 
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Ds 
Bz 
9s 
Diagramatic representation of the original location of Ds l 
proximal to the Waxy locus on chromosome nine of maize and 
its transposition to a new site 4* between C and Sh in a 
subsequent plant generation. (Note; The chromosome map is 
not drawn to scale.) 
FIGURE 1. Transposition of Ds 
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A. 
Hp 
Parental Daughter Sector loss or 
chromosome chromosome phenotype multiplication 
p-rr Mp Red 
P-ir-Mp"^'^ 
P-rr Mp Red 
B. 
P-rr-Mp I—^ P-rr Mp Red 
Red Loss 
c 
*;indicates neither a loss nor a multiplication of Mp 
A; Transposition of Mp before replication; both the daughter 
cells receive P-rr and a trans-Mp 
B: Transposition of Mp from a non-replicated region to a 
replicated region; one of the two daughter cells receives P-
rr while the other receives P-rr and Mp (modified after 
Fincham and Sastry,1974). 
FIGURE 2. Model of Mp transposition that illustrates the 
formation of red sectors alone 
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A. 
Mp 
Parental Daughter Sector loss or 
chromosome chromosome phenotype multiplication 
P-rr Red Loss Prx-Mp 
Prr-Mp P-rr-Mp Mp Light Multlpll-
variegated plication 
B. 
Prr-Mp-N Pxr Mp Red 
Prr-Mp P-rr-Mp Medium * 
r- variegated 
*:indicates neither a loss nor a multiplication of Mp 
If Afp transposes after the completion of chromosome 
replication, one daughter cell would receive P-rr while the 
other would receive P-rr-Mp. Depending on the segregation 
of Mp, two different kinds of daughter cells are possible; 
A: When Mp segregates with P-rr-Mp a twin sector will 
result. B; When Mp segregates with P-rr a colored sector 
and a medium-variegated sector are produced; however, only 
the colored cells can be visually detected (modified after 
Fincham and Sastry, 1974). 
FIGURE 3. Model of Mp transposition that results in red 
sectors or twin sectors 
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Mp 
Parental Daughter Sector loss or 
chromosome chromosome phenotype multiplication 
Prr-Mp ^ P-rr Mp Red 
Prr-Mp P-rz-Mp Hp Light Multiplication 
variegated 
*;indicates neither a loss nor a multiplication of Mp 
If a Mp element were to excise from a replicated P-rr-Mp 
allele and re-insert into a non-replicated region, both 
daughter cells would come to receive a copy of the 
transposed Mp (modified after Fincham and Sastry, 1974). 
FIGURE 4. A model for transposition of Mp that relates the 
formation of twin sectors with duplicated Mp 
elements 
Figure 5. The Saedler and Nevers model of plant-
transposable-element excision. The wavy lines represents 
the transposable element which contains inverted terminal 
repeats (IR). The thick regions on either side of the 
transposable element represent direct duplication of host-
site DNA that form as a result of transposable element 
insertion (Figure 5). A; Excision from the host site (solid 
lines) is initiated by a transposable-element-encoded 
transposase which recognizes all members of a family of 
transposable elements by their unique IR and creates 
staggered nicks (arrows) on both ends of the transposable 
element. Shown are both a linear and a cruciform 
representation of the transposable element and its insertion 
site. B: The single-stranded 5' and 3' ends of the 
transposable element that result from transposase-induced 
staggered cuts are susceptible to a 5' exonuclease and a 3' 
polymerase. The action of the exonuclease results in 
degradation of the host-site duplication (open areas of the 
thick regions). The polymerase uses the single-stranded 
fringes of the hostsite duplication as templates to 
synthesize DNA (thick solid lines). It is expected that 
polymerase stuttering occurs, which would result in 
duplications. Template switching as shown in the figure can 
result in inverted repeats. Shown are both a linear and a 
cruciform representation of the transposable element and its 
insertion site. C; Depending on the resolution of the 
single-stranded region formed by template switching in Part 
B, two excision products are possible. The excision product 
on the left would arise if the single-stranded region was 
filled in to produce double-stranded DNA. On the right is 
the excision product that would result if the single-
stranded region is removed. (#- 5'end of DNA; >— 3' end 
of DNA; insertion-site duplication; ## newly synthesized 
DNA; iZIID exonucleassedegraded regions) (From Schnable, 
1986) 
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^ iR 
f f 
The Saedler and Nevers model of plant 
transposable element excision 
Figure 6. The Seedier and Nevers plant-transposable-element 
integration model. A: Following excision of a transposable 
element (Figure 6) the transposase of the transposable 
element/trasposase complex generates staggered nicks at the 
target site (new insertion site). B; The transposable 
element and staggered cuts are aligned for ligation and 
repair synthesis. C; Repair synthesis fills in the single-
stranded regions to form direct repeats flanking the newly 
inserted element. Both a linear and a cruciform 
representation of the transposable element are shown. (*— 
5' end of DNA; >— 3' end of DNA; ZZZS insertion- -site 
d u p l i c a t i o n ;  n e w l y  s y n t h e s i z e d  D N A ; t r a n s p o s a b l e  
element) (From Schnable, 1986) 
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)i 
• • 
• • 
FIGURE 6. The Saedler and Nevers model of plant 
transposable element integration 
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Functional unit 
n i^Minimal receptive 
^ ^ unit 
•'SS /—toposmg 
repeat ^ element 
TIR 
fxxin fxxxW—Target site duplication TSD 
A general diagramatic representation of an 
undefined model of transposable element (From 
Peterson, 1986) 
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1) Autonomous Control 
2) Two Element Control 
represents a gene. 
regulator 
> r I receptor 
regulator 
FIGURE 8. Two different modes of control in transposable 
elements (from Cormack, 1987) 
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Internet ion bctweon a receptor (listed on the loft) and its 
respective regulator is indicated by a +. A - indicates 
lack of interaction. Modified after Friedemann and Peterson 
(1982). 
Regulator 
Ac Ac2 Bg Cy Dt En Feu Mr h Nat Spf Uq Mr 
(Np) (SpmJ 
C/-£>s 
6z-m2 
oZ-mr 
bZ'TCt} 
3~dt 
j-rar 
3'ml 
r*cu 
R-rtf2 
j-mrA 
2)2-wut 
.i-ruqr 
l(-ni 
+ 
•f 
• 
+ 
+ 
+ 
« it 
* 
A 
Ac - McClintock, 194 7 
Ac2 - Rhoades and Dempsey, 1982 
5c - Salamini, 1981 
'S'j - Schnable and Peterson, 1986b 
Dt - Rhoades, 1936 
- Peterson, 1953 
••Vu - Gonella and Peterson, 1977 
Hp - Brink and Milan, 1952 
Mrh - Rhoades and Dempsey, 1982 
\'ut - Rhoades and Dempsey, 1902 
Spw - McClintocU, 1954 
Spf - Singh et al., 1975 
'Jq - Friedemann and Peterson, 1982 
Mr - Chang and Neuffer, 1987 
* Not tested. 
FIGURE 9. Interactions between receptors and their 
regulators 
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TABLE 1. Molecular features of some of the cloned plant 
transposable elements 
Insert Copy TSD TIR 
Element Allele size(kb) no. (bp) (bp) References 
Ac 9 Ac-wxm-9 4.563 4-10 8 11 Pohlman 
et al. (1984) 
Ac Ac-wxm-7 4.5 8 11 Mûller-Neumann I 
Nevers et al. 
(1986) 
DSl Adhl-Fm335 0.405 8 11 Sachs et al. 
(1983) 
DS Adhl-2F11 1.3 30 8 11 Dôring et al. 
(1984) 
Cinl nfl 0.691 1000 5 6 Shepherd et al. 
(1984) 
Cln4 A 1.1 25-50 6-16 Schwarz-Sommer 
(1987) 
En-I8 wx-m8 2.0 • 30 3 13 Schwarz-Sommer 
et al. (1984) 
Mul Adhl-S3034 1.376 10-80 9 215 Bennetzen et al. 
(1984) 
BSl 3.3 5 0 304 Johns et al. 
(1985) 
Tzae sh~5586 3.6 10 0 Dellaporta et al 
(1984) 
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TABLE 2. Size of insert and phenotypic features of al-m2 
alleles 
size of 
Allele insert (kb) Phenotype 
Allele with Spm 
at the a locus 
1. original al-m2 
2. al-m2 7991A1 8 .3 
3. al-m2 aOlOA 8 .3 
4. al-m2 8011 6 .6 
5. al-m2 8745 6 .6 
high, small and large colored 
sectors in a pigmented background 
medium, small to large colored 
sectors in a pigmented background 
high, small to large palely colored 
sectors on a colorless background 
low, small colored sectors in a 
pigmented background 
colorless 
Alleles with d-Spm# 
at the a locus 
-Spui +Spm 
1. al-m2 7995 3.5 colorless med small and large 
colored spots in a 
pigmented background 
2. al -m2 7977B 1 .3 colorless Ibid. 
3. al -m2 8004 1 .1 colorless low small 
in a pale 
colored spots 
background 
4. ai -m2 8167B 8 .3 colorless ibid. 
5. ai -m2 8417 1 .8 colorless colorless, hi pale 
pigmented sectors 
# d-Spm: transposition-defective Spm capable of transposing 
only in the presence of a non-defective, active Spm element 
(McClintock, 1965a; Fedoroff, 1983). 
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TABLE 3. Mode of induction of mutation by maize 
transposable elements 
Transposable 
Mode of Induction Element References 
BBF Cycle 
Knob chromatin 
loss 
irradiation 
x-and uv-rays 
viral infection 
Mutator lines 
En lines 
tissue culture 
chemicals 
Dt 
Dt 
AC-DS 
Spm 
Ac-2, Hut, 
Mih 
En-I 
Dt, En 
Uq-ruq 
Tz86 
Bsl 
Mul 
En 
Ac 
Spm 
Uq 
McClintock, 1950b, 1951, 
1965a 
Doerschug, 1973 
McClintock, 1946, 1947, 
1978 
McClintock, 1948, 1951 
Rhoades and Dempsey, 
1982, 1983 
Peterson, 1953, 1960 
Neuffer, 1966 
Friedemann and Peterson, 
1982, Pereira and 
Peterson, 1985 
Mottinger et al., 1984a, 
and b; Dellaporta 
et al., 1985 
Mottinger et al., 1984b, 
Johns et al., 1985 
Strommer et al., 1982 
Robertson, 1978 
Peterson, 1961, 1978 
Peschke et al., 1985 
Burr et al., 1987 
(F.A. Burr, Brookehaven 
National Laboratory, 
Upton, NY, personal 
communication) 
Pan, 1987 (Iowa State 
University, Ames, lA, 
personal communication) 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1. Gene Symbols and Terminology 
3.1.1. Symbols 
A list of the several genetic symbols and terminology, 
definition of terms, and abbreviations as used in this text 
with their description, phenotypes, or meanings as 
appropriate are given below. Alleles are referred to in 
Nevers et al. (1986). Other references are: (1) Schnable 
(1986), (2) Cormack (1987) and (3) this manuscript. 
Symbol Description or Phenotype 
A A dominant allele of one of the several 
complementary gene loci that condition 
anthocyanin biosynthesis in the aleurone 
and plant tissue (chromosome 31). 
a-o A stable, recessive allele of A; gives a 
colorless phenotype in the aleurone and 
does not respond to any of the known 
regulatory elements. 
Ac Actlvatox-a regulatory element acting in 
trans, necessary for mutability of Ac 
responsive alleles. Ac in association 
with Ds can cause either chromosome 
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Description or Phenotvpe 
breaks (Type I events) or excisions of 
the Ds elements (Type II events). 
A recessive allele of A that responds to 
Dt. In the absence of Dt the aleurone is 
colorless; in its presence, the aleurone 
has colored spots on a colorless 
background. 
A recessive allele of A with an I insert. 
In the absence of En, the aleurone is 
pigmented pale; in its presence, colored 
spots are produced on a colorless 
background. 
A recessive allele of A with an I insert 
that responds to En/Spm. In the absence 
of En/Spm, the aleurone is colorless; in 
its presence, colored spots are produced 
on a colorless background. 
A recessive allele of A that responds to 
Mrh, In the absence of Mrh, the aleurone 
is colorless; in its presence, the 
aleurone has colored spots on a colorless 
background. 
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Description or Phenotvpe 
A recessive allele of A that responds to 
Uq. In the absence of Uq, the aleurone 
is colorless; in its presence, the 
aleurone has colored spots on a colorless 
background. 
A dominant allele of one of the several 
complementary gene loci that are 
necessary for anthocyanin biosynthesis in 
the aleurone and plant tissue (chromosome 
5s). 
A stable, recessive allele of A2; gives a 
colorless phenotype in the aleurone and 
does not respond to any of the known 
regulatory elements. 
A recessive allele of A2 with an I insert 
that responds to En/Spm. In the absence 
of En the aleurone is colorless; in its 
presence, colored spots are produced on a 
colorless background. 
Bergamo; a regulatory element that 
induces mutability in Bg responsive 
alleles as o2-m(r). 
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Description or Phenotvpe 
Plump, non-shrunken endosperm (chromosome 
5s). 
A Stable, recessive allele of flt; gives 
rise to shrunken endosperm. 
A dominant allele of one of the several 
loci associated with the biosynthesis of 
anthocyanin in the aleurone (chromosome 
9s). 
A dominant allele of Bz resulting from 
the reversion of bz-m; conditions a fully 
colored, wild type phenotype. 
A stable, recessive allele of flz; gives 
rise to bronze aleurone and does not 
respond to any of the known regulatory 
elements. 
A recessive allele of Bz that responds to 
Ac. In the presence of Ac, colored spots 
are expressed in a colorless background; 
in the absence of Ac, the aleurone is 
colorless. 
A recessive allele of Bz that responds to 
Mut. In the absence of Mut, the aleurone 
is bronze; in its presence, the aleurone 
has colored spots on a bronze background. 
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Description or Phenotvpe 
A recessive allele of bz that responds to 
Cy or Cy:Mu(Reg), In the absence of Cy, 
the aleurone is bronze; in its presence, 
the aleurone has colored spots on a 
bronze background. 
One of the several dominant alleles 
involved in the biosynthesis of 
anthocyanin in the aleurone (chromosome 
9s). 
A stable, dominant allele of C; inhibits 
anthocyanin biosynthesis in the aleurone 
and conditions a colorless condition. 
A stable recessive allele of C; gives a 
colorless phenotype in the aleurone and 
does not respond to any of the known 
regulatory elements. 
Cycler; a regulatory element that induces 
mutability at Cy responsive alleles as 
Bz-rcy and Vp-rcy. 
Dlssociator; the receptor allele 
responsive to Ac. 
Dotted', a regulatory element that induces 
mutability at Dt responsive alleles as a-
dt. 
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Symbol Description or Phenotvpe 
En Enhancer; a regulatory element that 
induces mutability at En/Spm responsive 
alleles as a-m(r) and a2-m(r) and is 
functionally homologous to Spm, 
et A recessive allele of Et that gives rise 
to etched endosperm (chromosome 3L). 
Feu Factor Cuna; a regulatory element that 
induces mutability at Feu responsive 
alleles as r-cu. 
Mrh A regulatory element that induces 
mutability at Mrh responsive alleles as 
a-mrh. 
o2-m(r) A recessive allele of 02 that responds to 
the regulatory element Bg, In the 
absence of Bg, the aleurone is opaque; in 
its presence, the aleurone has vitreous 
sectors on an opaque background, 
rcu A recessive allele of R that responds to 
Feu. In the absence of Feu, the aleurone 
is variably colored; in its presence, the 
kernel is variegated. 
Sh Plump, non-shrunken endosperm (chromosome 
9s). 
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Symbol Description or Phenotvpe 
sh A stable, recessive allele of Sh; 
conditions a shrunken phenotype of the 
kernel. 
Sh2 Plump, non-shrunken endosperm (chromosome 
31) . 
sh2 A stable, recessive allele of Sh2; 
conditions a shrunken phenotype of the 
kernel. 
Spin Suppressor-Mutator; a regulatory element 
that induces mutability at Spm/En 
responsive alleles as a-ml, and is 
functionally homologous to En. 
3.1.2. Definition of Terms 
Term Def inition 
Autonomous control A mutable allele is said to be under 
autonomous when the transposable element 
regulating it resides at the mutable 
locus with mutability inherited as a 
single factor. 
Coarse spotting Spotting produced by frequent early 
excisions. 
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Term Def inition 
Colored revertant Bz'; a generally stable derivative of bz-
m which conditions a nearly-full to fully 
colored aleurone. 
Crown spotting Spotting or mutability restricted to the 
crown or the top of the kernel. 
Flow pattern Spotting or mutability restricted to the 
base of the kernel. 
Line C A color converted line of the inbred W22 
with homozygous dominant alleles at all 
the various loci associated with 
anthocyanin biosynthesis. 
Non-autonomous A mutable allele is under non-autonomous 
control 
control when the receptor component of 
the transposable element resides at the 
mutable locus and mutability is caused by 
the trans-active signal of the respective 
regulatory element that is located 
elsewhere in the genome. Hence, 
mutability is regulated and inherited as 
a two-factor phenomenon. 
Non-responsive bz-n(r); a stable derivative of the bz 
allele 
mutant that no longer responds to the 
trans-active signal of En and therefore 
results in a stable, bronze aleurone. 
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Term Def init ion 
Receptor element Elements such as Ds, I and rcy that 
reside at mutable gene loci and alter 
their function in cis. In the presence 
of their respective regulatory elements, 
the receptor elements can excise to 
result in variegation. 
Regulatory element Elements such as AC, En/Spm and Cy that 
can alter gene function by residing at a 
mutable locus or by causing structural 
changes and/or excisions of their 
corresponding receptor elements by their 
trans-act ive s ignal{s). 
Sibs Two kernels derived from the same ear. 
Spotting pattern The pattern of spotting produced as a 
result of the presence and the role of 
transposable elements The pattern is a 
function of timing (early vs late) 
frequency (few vs. numerous) and tissue 
specificity (crown vs. base etc.) of the 
excision events. 
3.1.3. Abbreviations 
Abbreviation Meaning 
Bz Purple or red color 
bz Bronze color 
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Abbreviation Meaning 
Cl Colored (red or purple) 
cl Colorless 
fl Flow spotting pattern 
hi High 
lo Low 
med Medium 
nsp Non-spotted 
pc Possibly contaminated 
rd Round 
sh Shrunken 
sp Spotted 
3.1.4. Linkage Map of Chromosome 9s 
The short arm of the ninth chromosome of maize carries 
several markers that are useful in the study of the 
phenotype of the maize kernel such as the colored aleurone 
(C), the shrunken endosperm (sh), the bronze endosperm (Jbz) 
and the waxy endosperm (wx). Such an ideal linkage 
facilitates genetic studies involving the Bz locus. 
The linkage map of chromosome 9s is depicted in Figure 
10. In this figure map distances are represented by 
numbers; spaces between gene loci are approximate and the 
centromere is represented by "0" (after Neuffer et al., 
1968). 
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Dtl Ya2 Sh Bz Wx 
26 29 31 59 
FIGURE 10. Linkage map of chromosome 9s 
3.1.5. Identification of a Plant 
A plant can be identified by denoting the year and 
season when the plant was grown followed by the range and 
row number. Plants that have the same row number indicate 
that they arose from kernels which had a similar phenotype, 
as, all being colored, round or shrunken, etc., selected and 
grown out of the same ear unless there is a designation by a 
letter as X, Y or Z, etc., to designate differences in 
phenotype. Specific plants within each row and a tiller 
plant thereof are also identified as detailed in the example 
below. 
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82 g 1401 X -5 t 
tiller 
plant number within a row 
subdivision 
row number 
range number 
season: 'g' = winter; otherwise summer 
year 
A plant may also be identified by its genotype which 
indicates the genetic constitution of the plant for the 
specific traits of interest. In the event that the plant is 
heterozygous for one or more of the gene loci of interest, 
both the alleles of the locus are indicated. A plant that 
is heterozygous for the a, sh2 and et alleles and homozygous 
for the A2 and the Bt alleles is represented as 
a sh2 et A2 Bt 
A Sh2 Et A2 Bt 
From the above designation it reads that the alleles 
for a, sh2 and et located on the third chromosome are linked 
together on one of the homologues while the alleles A, Sh2 
and Et are linked together in the other homologue and that 
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the plant is heterozygous at the three loci. Additionally, 
the genetic constitution of the fifth chromosome in the 
nuclei of this plant is homozygous, dominant at the A2 and 
the Bt loci. Genes listed on separate lines are located on 
different linkage groups. 
Genotypes may be listed in two different ways: 
a sh2 et 
a sh2 et 
or as 
a sh2 et/a sh2 et 
Both these notations indicate that the plant is 
homozygous for the a, sh2 and the et loci. 
If the genotype were not known precisely, the uncertain 
component of the genotype is included within parentheses. 
For example, in the following cross 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz X C Sh Bz/C Sh Bz 
all the kernels derived would be colored and round; however, 
the precise allelic constitution at the bz and the sh loci 
would not be known and, therefore, it would be recorded as 
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(C Sh bz-m/C sh bz) 
C Sh Bz 
The same can also be written as 
(C Sh bz-m/C sh bz)/C Sh Bz 
If a portion of the genotype were unknown or irrelevant 
to the understanding of the cross, it is indicated by a 
sign as in En/-. 
3.1.6. Explanation of Crosses 
A cross may be written as follows: 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
or as 82 1401 X 1947 
The "X" symbol denotes the cross; the plant identified on 
the left is always the female or the silk parent and the 
plant on the right is always the male or the pollen parent. 
In the cross shown above, it indicates that pollen from 
the plant 1948 (grown in the season of summer 1982), which 
was homozygous for the three alleles at the C, sh and the bz 
loci was transferred to the receptive silks of the female 
plant 1401 (also grown in the same season of summer 1982) 
which was of the homozygous C constitution and heterozygous 
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at the bz and the sh loci. The symbol designates a 
selfing wherein the pollen from a plant was transferred to 
the silks in the female inflorescence of the same plant. To 
sib or sib-mate is to cross plants within a row (sibs) by 
each other. 
An example of a crossing strategy is illustrated in 
Figure 11. The first two entries (A) and (B) identify the 
genotype and the phenotype of the kernels planted. Items 
(C) and (D) denote the genotype and the phenotype of the 
first filial generation (Fl) seed (and plant) derived from 
the cross indicated above in (A) and (B). Entry (E) 
indicates the crossing strategy associated with the Fl plant 
and the last item (F) indicates the purpose of such a test. 
Normally, the phenotypes identified are those of the 
relevant ones alone. 
3.2. Source and Description of Materials 
In 1981 an isolation plot was established (Peterson, 
1983c) by planting colored kernels derived from the cross 
1977 3318-3320 X Line C. This population comprised the C 
mutable locus c-m. The c-m allele arose from the selfed ear 
1976 2731 @ which was of the genotype 
[c-m/c sh wx X Line C]. 
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(A) Genotype 
of plant 
in cross 
C Sh bz-m X Line C 
C sh bz/X sh bz X Line C 
(B) Phenotype 
of kernels 
bronze spotted Colored round 
round 
(C) Genotype 
of F1 plant 
(C Sh bz-m/C sh bz)/C Sh Bz 
(D) Phenotype 
of F1 seed 
planted 
Colored round 
(E) Crossing 
strategy for 
PI plant 
F1 X C sh bz/C sh bz 
(F) Purpose 
of test 
Test of autonomy 
FIGURE 11. An example of a crossing strategy 
In the isolation plot, the female plants were 
detasseled to prevent self-fertilization of the plants that 
were of c-mutable constitution. Such plants were open-
pollinated by standard bxonze tester male parents which were 
of the homozygous combination of C sh bz/C sh bz. The 
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origin of the mutant bz-m 82 6301 is outlined in Figure 12. 
Two mutable alleles were recovered and designated as bz-m 
826301 and bz-m 826302. Characterization of these two 
mutants were initiated by Professor P.A. Peterson at a 
Hawaiian winter nursery of 1982-1983 and later at the Iowa 
State University's Research Center near Boone, Iowa. 
Subsequent investigations were conducted at these two 
locations and the greenhouses of the Department of Agronomy, 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. Mr. P. Y. Chen, a former 
graduate student of Dr. Peterson's, worked on these mutants 
briefly. 
The progenitor of the population had had two active, 
autonomously-mutable alleles that were regulated by the En 
element (see Figure 12 for the origin of the mutant). The 
pedigree of the bronze mutant, bz-m 826301, traces through 
1965. 
year Plant No Phenotype of 
kernel planted 
Cross 
1965 
1965g 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1981 
1982 
5453/C 
30B X C 
0548 X 2624-2 
6890-1 X cshwx 
c-exception 
coarse 1-3 
fi cl hi 
c-m 
fi cl med hi rd 
c-m CO 1-3 
a-mPapu sectoring 
C-m coarse 
8002-55-3/CsA bz wx 
6301:::: bz-m exceptional 
2812-5 X 2918 
1509-4 X 0165 
27310 
3318-20/Line C 
a-m(I)/a-m(r) X c-m (not confirmed) 
5 5453 c-m 2-3 X c sb wx 
c-m 2-3 X c sh wx 
Xcshwx 
, X Line C 
[c-m/csh wx X Line C] @ 
[c-m/Cl@ 
g: winter nursery ^ 
FIGURE 12. The pedigree and origin of bz-m 826301 
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4. RESULTS 
4.1. Mode of Inheritance of The Mutant bz-m 826301 
Fundamental to the genetic characterization of a mutant 
allele that is thought to be controlled by a plant 
transposable element would be the determination of the mode 
of its inheritance. (i) An autonomous control where the 
regulatory element controlling the mutability of the mutable 
allele resides at the mutable allele, or (ii) a two-element 
system in which a receptor element located at the mutable 
allele and its regulator located elsewhere in the genome, 
are the two possible modes of control (see Section 2.4.3. 
and Figure 8). As per the strategy outlined in Cross 
4.1.1., Table 4 and the data provided in the same table, if 
the ijz-mutant, bz-m 826301 (herein after simply referred to 
as bz-m) were autonomously controlled by an element at the 
Bz locus, then most of the bronze round kernels would be 
variegated. Alternatively, the presence of an gn-receptor 
allele at the Bz locus along with numerous En elements in 
the genome would also mimic such an autonomous mutability; 
the non-validity of this alternative is detailed later. The 
confirmation ear showed most of the bronze, round kernels to 
be variegated; additionally, there were a few colored round 
or bronze round non-spotted kernels (Cross 4.1.1. and Table 
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4). Data from the Cross 4.1.1. showing spotted kernels on a 
bronze background confirmed the mutability to be both 
heritable and to be associated with the bronze locus. 
The distribution of the bz-m Sh kernels among the 
progeny in the confirmation ear (see Cross 4.1.1. in Table 
4) is indicative of whether the mutability at the Bz locus 
is autonomously controlled or is regulated by a two-element 
system. The basis of mode of control is explained in Figure 
13. With 2% crossing-over between the Bz and Sh genes 
(Neuffer et al., 1968), one would expect 98% of all the 
bronze round kernels to exhibit mutability if the Bz allele 
were autonomously mutable. Data from the confirmation ear 
in Table 4 show that the observed percentage, 98.53%, (of 
the total number of bronze round kernels in the progeny that 
were bronze mutable) to be bz-m Sh, and this observation is 
in close agreement with the expected results, based on 
autonomous mutability. 
4.2. Transposable Element System Controlling The Mutability 
of jbz-m 826301 
There are numerous maize transposable element systems 
that are known to control the mutability of several genes. 
Therefore, if a newly uncovered mutant is thought to be 
regulated by a transposable element, the determination of 
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TABLE 4. Phenotypic frequencies from the confirmation ear, 
826301 X 6591 
Cross 4.1.1. 
82 6301 X 6591 
C Sh bz-m 826301/C sh bz X C sh bz-m4/C sh bz-m4 
kernel number (%) 
round | | shrunken 
bz-m, rd 
colored bz sp bz nsp bz sp bz nsp total 
total rd 
1 269 3 5 269 547 
(0.18) (49.17) (0.54) (0.91)(49.17) (98.53) 
the particular system to which it belongs would be of 
critical value. A controlling-element system is defined by 
a specific two-unit interaction between the receptor element 
(cis-located) and its trans-activating regulatory element 
(Peterson, 1965). Receptors of a particular transposable 
element system respond only to the signal(s) of their 
respective regulator (Fincham and Sastry, 1974). Therefore, 
receptors of elements are used as reporter alleles to 
establish the transposable element system to which a mutant 
belongs as per the strategy outlined in the following 
paragraph. 
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Expected 
Parental Frequency (%) of 
homologues meiotic events 
and their phenotypes 
% of bz-m Sh % of bz Sh 
Total Sh Total sh 
Reg# bz Sh Reg bz-m SA(49) bz rd sp 98 
Reg bz-m sh{l) bz sh sp 0 
{+) bz Shil) bz rd nsp 0 
(+) bz sh (+) bz sA(49) bz sh nsp 0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
100 98 2 
Reg#;denotes a regulatory element as En. 
FIGURE 13. Expected frequency (%) of meiotic events and 
their phenotypes under the model of autonomous 
control of the bz-m 826301 allele 
4.2.1. A Test of The Presence of Uq as an Example 
The specific transposable element content of a plant 
can be determined by crossing the plant in question by a 
tester plant that is homozygous for a known receptor 
element. Often a back-cross to the tester is required to 
generate a homozygosity of the allele of interest to 
facilitate the reading of the mutability at this receptor 
allele which serves as the reporter allele. The strategy in 
the test of the content of the Uq transposable element in 
the bz-mutant is illustrated in Figure 14. 
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A C Sh bz-m a-ruq C Sh Bz 
X 
Progenitor: 
A C sh bz a-ruq C Sh Bz 
colorless round bronze mutable 
a-Tuq (C Sh bz-m/C sh bz) 
F1 
A C Sh Bz 
Colored(Sz) round 
A C sh bz X/on F1 X/on a-ruq C Sh Bz 
Back-cross: 
FIGURE 14. Strategy to test the Uq content of the bz-m 
826301 
The plant whose Uq content is to be determined is 
first crossed to the Uq receptor tester homozygote, a-ruq/a-
ruq. The F1 so generated is then back-crossed to the same 
receptor homozygote and is simultaneously crossed on/by a 
bz/bz tester to ascertain the bz-m content. The 
relationship between the bz-m and the Uq is established when 
every plant that contains the bz-m also contains the Uq 
element as shown by the characteristic variegated spotting 
A C sh bz a-ruq C Sh Bz 
Tests the presence 
of bz-m 826301 
Tests the presence 
of Uq 
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pattern seen through the two reporter alleles, bz-m and a-
ruq respectively. 
4.2.2. gn-Relationship 
Individual plants grown from bz-m kernels derived from 
the confirmation ear 82 6301 X 6591 were crossed by four 
sources of standard En-receptor alleles, viz., a2-m(r), 
al-m(r), al-ml and c-m(r). Colored F1 kernels obtained from 
such crosses were back-crossed to the respective tester 
plants to establish the En relationship of the bz-m 826301 
allele. 
a2~m(x), a standard receptor of the autonomous En 
element (Peterson, 1963) was used to monitor En. Recovery 
of bz-m while selecting for the spotted a2-m(r) and the near 
absence of bz-m allele when colorless, (non-En containing) 
a2-m(r) kernels are tested, confirm bz-m 826301 to be an En-
controlled allele (Peterson, 1983c) (Cross 4.2.1., Table 2; 
Cross 4.2.2., and Tables 5, 6 and 7). Figure 15 outlines 
the pedigree of crosses used to establish this relationship. 
Likewise, a-m(x), a-ml and c-m(r), three other 
receptors of En were used in a standard crossing program and 
the En control of bz-m 826301 was further established (see 
Crosses 4.2.3., 4.2.4.A., 4.2.4.B. and 4.2.4.C. and Tables 8 
and 9, and Figure 16; and Crosses 4.2.5., 4.2.6.A. and 
4.2.6.B. and Tables 10, and 11; and Figure 17). Thus the 
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relationship of the autonomously mutable En:bz-m allele to 
three other £7n-responsive alleles, a-m(r), a-ml and the c-
m(r), was also determined. Additional results obtained are 
detailed in Tables 12 and 13. 
Having established that En was the regulatory element 
controlling the mutability at the bz-m allele, the mode of 
control, autonomous mutability vs. two-element control, 
would be a major question to be asked. The determination of 
the mode of- control is detailed in Section 4.2.3. 
TABLE 5. Phenotypic result from the cross of the 
exceptional spotted bronze kernel, bz-m 826301, on 
the a2-m(r) tester 
Cross 4.2.1. 
a2~m(rj/a2-m(r) Bz/Bz X C Sh bz-m 826301/C sh bz A2/A2 
cross phenotypes crossed kernels derived 
82 3550 X 6301 cl rd X bz sp all Cl rd 
TABLE 6. Test of content and relationship of the iz-mutant to the En regulatory 
element 
Cross 4.2.2. 
a2m(t)/a2 +/- En (bz-m/Bz)/Bz X C sb bz/C sb bz A2/A.2 
progeny 
row 
presence of 
En 
witn Dronze 
variegation 
no of ears 
without fully total 
bronze colored 
varie­
gation 
834201-4202 clrd low sp 
834203 clrd hi sp 
834204-4205 clrd nsp 
834206-4207 clrd mea sp 
834208 clrd nsp 
+ 
+ 
22 
9 J* 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
21 
0 
7 
22 
9 
23 
17 
7 
00 
m 
#=upon selecting cl rd non-spotted kernels, two of the 23 plants gave bz spotting 
exceptionally. 
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TABLE 7. Phenotypic breakdown of the test-cross a2-m(r)/a2 
+/- En (bz-m/Bz)/Bz X C sh bz/C sh bz (= 1983 
4201-21 X 4301 series given below) 
1983 I round | 
No. cross selection CI bz sp bz nsp total 
1 4201-21X4301 clsp;3c-d 82 57 5 144 
2 -22X4301 -do- 74 70 0 144 
3 -23X4310 -do- 115 51 122 288 
4 -25X4334 -do- 95 135 4 234 
5 -26X4347 -do- 88 81 0 171 
6 -27X4348 -do- 148 107 72 327 
7 -31X4741 -do- 129 123 7 259 
8 4202-25X4309 -do- 128 119 5 252 
9 -27X4310 -do- 149 165 7 321 
10 -28X4310 -do- 135 153 0 288 
11 -30X4334 -do- 174 154 3 331 
12 4203-21X4301 clsp;6b-c 183 145 0 328 
13 -23X4302 -do- 148 129 0 277 
14 -24X4309 -do- 82 50 1 133 
15 -27X4349 -do- 101 107 3 211 
16 -28X4349 -do- 102 78 0 180 
81 8002-55-3 X C sh bz/C sh bz 
Cl rd X bz sh nsp 
C Sh Bz/- Sh Bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
82 6301 on 3550 
bz rd sp on cl rd 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz on a2-m(r)/a2-m(r) 
82g 002-1 x/on 027 
Cl rd X/on cl rd 
(G Sh bz-m/C sh bz)/C Sh Bz A2/a2-m(t) x/on a2/a2 C Sh Bz/C Sh Bz 
83 4201-4208 X C sh bz 
a2 spotted; a2-non-spotted X bz sh a> 
CD 
a2-m(r)/a2 C Sh Bz/- En +/- X C sh bz/C sh bz 
FIGURE 15. Pedigree of crosses used in the test of content and relationship of 
bz-m 826301 to the En regulatory element 
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TABLE 8. Results from crosses of plants grown from bronze 
spotted kernels selected from the confirmation ear 
82 6301 X 6591 on a-m(r)/a-ml 
Cross 4.2.3. 
a-m(i)/a-ml Bz/Bz X C Sh bz-m/C sh bz-m4 A/A 
cross phenotypes crossed kernels derived 
82g 23 X 01-1 pale rd X bz sp all CI rd 
82g 23 X 01-2 pale rd X bz sp all CI rd 
82g 23 X 01-4 pale rd X bz sp all CI rd 
81 8002-55-3 X C sb bz/C sb bz 
CI rd X bz sh nsp 
C Sh Bz/- Sh Bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
82 6301 X 6591 
bz rd sp X bz sh nsp 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz X C sh bz-m4/C sh bz-m4 
82g 01 on 23 
bz rd sp on pale rd 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz-m4 on a-m(i)/a-ml 
83 4209-4212 
CI rd 
(C Sh bz-m/C sh bz-m4)/C Sh Bz (a-m(i)/a-ml)/A 
FIGURE 16. Pedigree of crosses used in the test of interaction of a-m(r)/a-ml 
and determination of the mode of inheritance of mutability of bz-m 
826301 
TABLE 9. Test of interaction of a-m(r)/a-ml and determination of the mode of 
inheritance of mutability of the bz-m mutant 
Cross 4.2.4.A. 
Progenitor: bz-m/bz A/A X a-m(x)/a-ml Bz/Bz -En 
bz rd, sp pale rd, nsp 
F1 : (bz-m/bz)/Bz A/(a-m(r)/a-ml) 
Colored rd 
Test-crosses : 
Cross 4.2.4.B.; F1 X a-m(r)/a-ml Bz/Bz 
Cross 4.2.4.C: C sb bz/C sh bz X F1 
kernel number 
round | \ shrunken 
No. crosses CI cl sp cl nsp bz sp bz nsp bz sp bz nsp tota] 
4.2.4.B. 
and 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
4.2.4.C. 
1 834209-1 X 4530 143 161 4 308 
2 -1 on 4309 191 230 421 
3 -2 on 4338 168 158 74 400 
4 -3 on 4339 123 182 305 
5 —4 on 4338 135 257 392 
6 4209-7 X 4529 104 146 30 280 
7 —7 on 4337 161 176 337 
8 4209-10 X 3636 21 18 5 47 
9 • -10 on 4303 175 158 114 447 
Table 9. Continued 
kernel number 
round 
No. crosses Cl cl sp cl nsp bz sp bz nsp 
4.2.4.B. _ 1 1 1 1 
and 1 2 3 4 5 
4.2.4.C. 
10 4210-2 X 4722 237 230 89 556 
11 —2 on 4333 134 133 66 333 
12 4210-6 X 3637 80 140 74 294 
13 4210-8 X 4529 267 123 70 460 
14 —8 on 4346 63 1 44 108 
15 4210-10 X 4530 199 164 71 434 
16 -10 on 4332 204 223 9 436 
17 4210-12 X 3636 89 105 58 252 
18 -12 on 4308 203 241 444 
19 —1 on 4303 190 3 222 415 
20 4211-2 X 4529 203 117 14 334 
21 —2 on 4308 193 77 63 153 
22 4211-3 X 4529 214 111 97 422 
23 -3 on 4334 162 118 280 
24 4211-4 X 4529 163 84 93 340 
25 —4 on 4334 190 200 390 
26 4211-5 X 4529 230 123 106 459 
27 -5 on 4344 149 156 305 
28 4211-6 X 3740 98 52 37 187 
29 4211-7 X 4727 164 89 95 348 
30 -7 on 4336 94 87 181 
31 4211-10 X 4529 134 211 2 347 
32 -10 on 4336 102 18 92 212 
shrunken 
bz sp bz nsp total 
6 7 8 
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TABLE 10. Phenotype of progeny from cross of a plant grown 
from a spotted bronze kernel selected from the 
confirmation ear, 82 6301 X 6591, with an Un­
responsive allele, c-m(r) 
Cross 4.2.5. 
c-m(x) Sh Bz/c-m(X) Sh Bz X C Sh bz-m/C sh bz 
Cross Phenotypes planted Kernels derived 
82g 320-8 X 312-1 cl rd X bz sp all colored 
81 8002-55-3 X C sh bz/C sh bz 
CI rd X bz sh nsp 
C Sh Bz/- Sh Bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
82 6301 X 6591 
bz rd sp X bz sh nsp 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz X C sh bz-m4/C sh bz-m4 
82g 312 on 320 
bz rd sp on cl rd nsp 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz-m4 on c-m(r)/c-m(r) 
83 4621 
Cl rd 
c-m(r) Sh Bz/(C Sh bz-m/C sh bz-m4) 
FIGURE 17. Pedigree of crosses used in the test of the En content of bz-m 826301 
TABLE 11. En content of bz-m 826301î (Part A) progeny from the Cross 4.2.6.A., 
(Part B) progeny from the Cross 4.2.b.B 
Cross 4.2.5. 
Progenitor: c-m(i) Sh Bz/c-mCr) Sh Bz X C Sh bz-m/C sb bz 
cl rd nsp bz rd sp 
F1 : (bz-m/bz)/Bz c-m(r)/C 
colored round 
Test-crosses: 
Cross 4.2.6.A.: F1 X c-m(r) Sh Bz/c-m(i) Sh Bz 
Cross 4.2.6.B.: C sh bz/C sh bz X F1 
vo 
oi 
1983 I kernels | 
Crosses of F1 Cl rd cl sp cl nsp Total 
A. 
4621-1 X 0136 103 74 49 226 
-2 X 0136 86 59 13 158 
-3 X 0136 107 98 10 215 
-3t X 5127 257 188 32 477 
-5 X 0136 78 44 54 176 
-7 X 0136 30 31 3 64 
-8 X 0137 65 59 0 124 
-9 X 0136 93 79 33 205 
Table 11. Continued 
1983 kernels 
Crosses of FI Cl rd bzrd sp bzrd nsp bzsh Total 
B. 
4750 X 4621-1 70 46 25 4 145 
4349 X 4621-7 214 107 83 2 406 
4745 X 4621-8 44 15 27 0 86 
4348 X 4621-10 178 146 15 2 341 
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TABLE 12. Relationship of the En regulating mutability at 
the autonomously mutable bz-m allele to two En 
responsive alleles, a-m(z}/a-ml) 
Cross 
genotype 
phenotype 
F1 
Genotype & 
Phenotype 
F1 crosses 
Phenotype 
Genotype 
Results 
1986 
cross 
84 4055X-1 
bz-m/Bz 
CI rd 
(bz-m/Bz)/Bz 
CI rd 
86 2113 
86 4605 
CI rd 
X 
X 
X 3820 
a-m(i)/a-ml 
pale rd 
(a-m(r)/a-ml)/A 
2217 
4921;4922 
Pale rd 
(bz-m/Bz)/.Bz (a-m(r)/a-ml)/A X a-m(x)/a-ml 
no of kernels 
pale or pale or 
clrd sp clrd nsp clsh sp clsh nsp Clrd 
2113/2217 97 0 85 7 251 
/2217 44 19 35 24 240 
/2217 51 1 26 13 119 
/2217 10 0 21 3 190 
/2217 0 73 0 85 135 
/2217 0 0 0 111 308 
/2217 16 1 11 7 82 
4605/4921 97 44 0 0 260 
/4921 82 57 0 0 260 
/4921 13 5 0 0 42 
/4922 106 21 0 0 205 
/4921 42 34 0 0 108 
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TABLE 13. Relationship of the autonomous En regulating 
mutability at bz-m to another En responsive 
allele, a2-m(r) 
Cross 85 3536 X 5450y-2 
genotype a2-m(r)/a2-m(r) Bz/Bz 
phenotype cl rd 
F1 
Genotype & bz-m/bz)/Bz a2-m(r)/A2 
Phenotype Cl rd 
F1 crosses 86 4651 X 2222-2226 
Phenotype Cl rd cl rd 
Genotype (bz-m/Bz)/.Bz a2-m(r)/A2 
Results 
1986 1 no of kernels 
cross cl rd sp cl rd nsp Cl rc 
4651/2225 0 157 143 
/2224 202 13 210 
72222 114 4 120 
72226 34 15 70 
74925 81 26 104 
72226 84 93 183 
72224 163 53 201 
bronze mutable 
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4.2.3. Autonomous Control 
Autonomous control of mutability of an unstable allele 
such as bz~m 826301 could be established if there is a 
stringent co-segregation of the unstable allele with the 
instability. This could be derived from a test-cross of a 
line heterozygous, hz-m/Bz that is crossed by a bronze 
tester. This prediction is confirmed by the very low 
frequency of bronze round nulls (or bz-nsp round kernels) 
from the test-cross of bz-m/Bz by the standard bronze tester 
(Cross 4.2.2. and Table 7) and is indicative of the 
"intimate association" of the En regulatory element with the 
bronze mutant and of the .autonomous mutability of the allele 
(Peterson, 1983c). 
Alternatively, the presence of numerous Ens within the 
genome could mimic an autonomous control of the bz-m 826301. 
Possibilities of the various numbers of Ens (1 to 5) and the 
percentage of phenotypic classes expected for each case are 
detailed in Table 14. 
Autonomous mutability of bz-m 826301 was further 
established in the following manner; F1 kernels obtained 
from the following cross: 
bz-m/bz A/A X a-m(x)/a-ml Bz/Bz - En (Cross 
4.2.4.A. in Table 9) were colored, round and were of the 
following genotype; 
(bz-m/bz)/Bz A/(a-m(X)/a-ml) 
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TABLE 14. Expected segregation ratios under a non-
autonomous model for 1 to 5 En, segregating 
elements 
Results from the cross;C Sh bz-m/C sh bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
kernel (%) 
rd sh 
sp nsp sp nsp 
A) Expectation based on all phenotypic classes for: 
1 En 24.5 25.5 0.5 49.5 
2 En 36.75 13.25 0.75 49.25 
3 En 42.875 7.125 0.875 49.125 
4 En 45.9375 4.0625 0.9375 49.0625 
5 En 47.46875 2.53125 0.96875 49.03125 
B) Expectation based on round classes only for 
1 En 49.0 51.0 
2 En 73.5 26.5 
3 En 85.5 14.25 
4 En 91.875 8.125 
5 En 94.9375 5.0625 
Individually numbered plants derived from these F1 
colored kernels were test-crossed on a standard bronze 
tester and by the standard a-m(r)/a~ml line (Crosses 
4.2.4.A., 4.2.4.B. and 4.2.4.C., Table 9) to simultaneously 
determine the bz-m content and the number of segregating En 
elements in the individual plants. 
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In four of the six plants (lines 20-32 in Table 9) the 
progeny of the F1 lacked spotted kernels in the En test 
(Cross 4.2.4.B.), and simultaneously the progeny in the bz 
test of the same F1 (Cross 4.2.4.C.) lacked the bz-m 826301 
allele. It was also shown in these four plants that 
colorless round spotting was absent in crosses of colored F1 
kernels by the a-m(x)/a-ml tester when simultaneously 
selecting for the bronze, shrunken homologue, without En, 
(i.e., when selecting away from the bz-m homologue) (Table 
9). The absence of En spotting among the (a-m(r)/a-ml)/(a-
m(r)/a-ml) class which occurs 66.7% of the time, in the 
absence of the bz-mutant .reveals the absence of even one of 
the five independent Ens in the genome necessary in order to 
mimic autonomous control, mutability of the En:bz-mutant. 
Further, the near absence of any En among the Bz/Bz 
segregants that would be expected among the variegated a2-En 
selections from the female parent in Cross 4.2.2. (see Table 
6 and Peterson, 1983c) is further supportive of the lack of 
numerous Ens as the basis of this mutability. 
The "intimate association" of En with bz-m 826301 is 
further documented by results obtained in a line of descent 
in three of the four generations beginning with the 
confirmation ear where the bronze mutability could be read 
(Table 15; see Figure 18 for pedigree of crosses used in 
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Table 15). The continued strong association of the En 
element with the bronze-mutable allele in the third 
generation after the confirmation of the mutant is further 
supportive of the autonomous mutability of bz-m 826301, 
These observations concomitantly discount the alternative 
explanation of numerous Ens mimicing an autonomous control 
of mutability, for, dilution of En copy number in each 
successive generation through segregation would fail to 
provide adequate number of Ens in later generations. 
4.3. Derivative States of bz-m 826301 
In crosses of the bz-mutant heterozygote on to the 
standard bz tester (Cross 4.3.1.) several families (see 
Table 16 and Figure 16) gave rise to a high frequency of 
bronze non-spotted round kernels. Since the cross-over 
percentage between the Bz and Sh loci of maize is 2 map 
units (Neuffer et al., 1968), the high number of bronze non-
spotted round kernels (from 17.5% to 98.7% of the total 
bronze round kernels) can not have arisen entirely from 
cross-over events alone. Alternatively, these bronze non-
spotted round kernels may represent derivative states of the 
bz-m 826301 allele. 
If the En element at the Bz locus had undergone a 
structural alteration so that it no longer controls its own 
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transposition, then the derivative represents a non-
autonomous, receptor allele. This allele is designated as a 
bz-m(x) derivative and will express a mutable phenotype on 
exposure to an active En element. Recent molecular findings 
on non-autonomous elements of En/Spm inserted at the A locus 
confirm the structural alteration model to be a source of 
non-autonomous elements (Schwartz-Sommer et al., 1984; Tacke 
et al., 1986). A second type of derivative state of bz-m 
may arise if transposition of the En away from the Bz locus 
permanently alters the Bz gene. This stable derivative 
designated as bz-n(z) is no longer responsive to En. 
Molecular studies of Ac excision events from the IVx locus 
document numerous defective wx alleles that have been 
generated from such alterations (Fedoroff et al., 1983; 
Doring and Starlinger, 1984; Doring et al., 1984). In two 
of the crosses in Table 15, (see lines 9 and 10), none of 
the bronze round kernels was bronze-mutable. Such an 
observation in the 1984 generation may have resulted as a 
result of hetero-fertilization in the previous generation 
(1983). 
4.3.1. Origin of bz-m(x): A Model 
The bronze, non-mutable kernels could have arisen by 
one of three ways: 1) alteration of the En element within 
the bz-m allele could result in the En's change to an I, 
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receptor element within the Bz locus. This newly formed bz-
m(i) allele would then require trans-active En in the genome 
for expression of a mutable phenotype; 2) imprecise excision 
of En from the bz-m allele could result in a non-functional, 
stable bronze allele designated as bz-n(r)} 3) the original 
bz-m 826301 allele may indeed have been a bz-m(z) tightly 
linked to an En element. As a result of crossing-over 
between bz-m(r) and En, or transposition of the En, bz-m 
826301 would produce a bronze stable phenotype. These three 
alternatives are illustrated in Figure 19. 
The veracity of each of these alternatives presented in 
Figure 19 was examined by crossing plants derived from 
bronze stable round kernels with a bz*/- En/+ tester 
source. The strategy of the cross and results obtained from 
such a cross are given in Table 17; the results expected 
from the cross for each of the five alternatives in the 
model are contained in the figure depicting the model 
(Figure 19). 
4.3.2. Test of Putative bz-m(i) 
Stable bronze round kernels derived from crosses of 
bronze, mutant heterozygote on to the standard bz tester 
(Cross 4.3.1; Table 16) are in excess of frequencies 
predicted by crossing-over between bz and Sh on homologous 
chromosomes. These kernels were regarded as putative 
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receptor alleles of the En regulatory element, bz-m(r)'s 
(Table 16). The veracity of such a postulate was further 
ascertained by making the following cross (Cross 4.3.2. in 
Table 17): 
Cross 4.3.2.; 
putative bz-m(r)/bz -/- X (bz*/Bz)/Bz En/-
bz*: denotes a stable, recessive bronze allele that is known 
to be non-responsive to any of the known regulatory 
elements. 
Since one half of the pollen source was bz*/Bz and the 
other half was Bz/Bz, pollen from several plants in a row 
was bulked to ensure an adequate quantity of bz*/Bz En 
pollen. Results from these crosses are summarized in Table 
17. 
Analysis of data presented in Table 17 shows each of 
the seven families tested to respond positively to the bz*/-
En/+ bulk pollen tester. The range of positive response was 
from 8.33% (in family 1984 4212) to 100% (in family 1984 
4233) among all the ears examined within each family. The 
bz*/- En/+ tester pollen was made up of a bulk of pollen 
from among several plants in two different rows, viz., 1984 
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4321 and 1984 4323, on each of the days that pollinations 
were made. The tester pollen was bulked on each day of the 
pollination to ensure 1) that at least some of the pollen 
would be of the bz* En constitution, for, the pollen plants 
were of the (bz*/Bz)/Bz En/+ genotype and 2) to provide 
for an adequate supply of pollen to effect pollination and 
result in a good ear set. Therefore, the lack of a positive 
response to the hz* En tester in 35 of these 73 plants 
tested from among seven different families does not 
necessarily imply the absence of a receptor allele for the 
En element at the bronze-mutable locus under investigation. 
Such a negative response may well have resulted due to the 
absence of an En element in the pollen. 
4.3.3. Reconstitution Test for the Presence of 
Independently Segregating En Elements 
The alternative explanation for the lack of positive 
response to the bz* En among 35 of the 73 plants tested in 
the seven different families, postulated in the previous 
paragraph was tested by performing a test of reconstitution 
in four of these six families that had had less than 100% of 
positive response in the test with bz* En bulked pollen. 
The rationale behind the test of reconstitution is as 
follows. If independently segregating regulatory elements 
were responsible for the mutability of the newly derived 
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allele(s) of bz-m 826301, namely, the i)z-stable, non-spotted 
round kernels, at least one half of the bronze shrunken sib-
kernel selections would contain at least one copy of the 
regulatory element En, and the bronze-stable (non-spotted) 
round selections should contain the receptor element at the 
bronze-mutable locus, herein denoted as bz-m(r). And this 
receptor element located at the bz-m locus would be 
responsive to trans-active signal(s) of the regulatory 
element En located elsewhere in the genome. 
A flow diagram illustrating the origin of bronze-
stable, non-spotted round kernels, their test cross by the 
hz*/- En/+ bulked pollen and the test of reconstitution 
among sib-kernels in the subsequent generation are given in 
Figure 20. Results from crosses of plants involved in the 
test of reconstitution are in Table 18. 
Results presented in Table 18 indicate the presence of 
an independently segregating regulatory element En which 
causes mutability at the altered bronze locus in all the six 
progenitor families tested. The erstwhile autonomous En 
element residing at the bronze-mutable locus may have 
undergone some change in form, content or position of 
insertion as to incapacitate their own autonomous excision 
and transposition. However, these non-mutables are now 
responsive to the transactive signal of another En element 
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residing elsewhere in the genome as brought out in the test 
of reconstitution. 
4.4. Changes of State 
The primary family 82g 002-1 gave rise to several 
phenotypically distinguishable spotting patterns on a 
bronze, round background. Spotted selections which were 
either low-(3 c-d) or medium-(6 b-c)density spotting (see 
Figure 21) were further characterized for their mode of 
inheritance and behavior in subsequent generations. All the 
various changes in state activity of the En element 
originating from the original 6 b-c state are summarized in 
Table 19. Inheritance of these changes of state are 
presented in Table 20 through Table 28. 
A flow diagram of the pedigree of the various different 
selections of putative changes of state associated with the 
autonomously mutable bronze allele, bz-m 826301 is shown in 
Table 19. The selections identified in Table 19 show the 
spotting pattern (e.g., CI rd, 3 c-d, etc.,) selected in the 
respective years (=generations) and the exceptional patterns 
derived from crosses of plants from such selections, CI rd, 
or 3 c-d, etc., by the standard bronze tester. Inheritance 
of the selected pattern in the generation subsequent to the 
one where the selection was made is determined by analyzing 
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the various bronze-mutable patterns among the bronze round 
kernels. Results from such crosses for each of the 
exceptional kernel(s) selection are given in paired tables; 
1) summarized data to indicate the prevalence of change, 
i.e., what fraction of the plants tested for the change had 
inherited the said change of state in the following 
generation, and 2) data supportive of the summary table. 
The summary table for each instance of change also 
identifies the preponderant spotting pattern among the 
progeny observed in that generation. 
Results from the tests of inheritance of the various 
changes of state reveal a constant flux in the spotting 
pattern among the progeny of each of these states. For the 
most part, selections that had had a high spotting (7-10) 
predominantly tend to produce high spotting patterns in the 
progeny generation while selections with low spotting 
pattern gave rise to an array of spotting pattern—low, 
medium and high (see summary of results in Table 19). 
The general conclusions of these analyses of 
inheritance of the exceptional medium spotting pattern (6 b-
c) (Tables 20 to 28)from among the selection in 83 4203 
indicate that the mutator, (M), component of En undergoes 
frequent changes in state of activity and that these changes 
occur along both directions, i.e., to a lower or a higher 
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level of activity of En originating from the original 6 b-c 
state. 
4.5. Changes of Phase 
McClintock describes a change of phase as an alteration 
in the functioning of regulatory elements from an active to 
an inactive mode or vice-versa (McClintock, 1957, 1958). 
Several phenotypic types of spotting such as low or medium, 
three degrees of flow-pattern such as low, medium and high 
and gown versus crown pattern were derived from the primary 
family 82g 002-1. All the various changes of phase of the 
En originating from the original 6 b-c spotting state are 
summarized in Table 29. 
A flow diagram of the pedigree of the various different 
selections of putative changes of state associated with the 
autonomously mutable bronze allele, bz-m 826301 is shown in 
Table 29. The third column in this Table 29 identifies the 
bronze-mutable pattern selected (e.g., lo flow, hi flow, 
etc.) in each of the respective years (=generations). The 
fourth column in this table identifies the exceptional 
pattern(s) derived in crosses of plants obtained from such 
selections by the standard bronze tester. A determination 
of the inheritance of the exceptional pattern selected in 
the subsequent generation is made by classifying the bronze-
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mutable pattern of individual bronze round kernels. Results 
from each selection of putative change of phase are first 
summarized in a table and then followed by another table 
that gives a breakdown of the various phenotypic classes 
obtained. The table summarizing each instance of change of 
phase details what fraction of the plants examined for the 
said change of phase did indeed show such a change of phase. 
The preponderant spotting pattern observed in the progeny 
generation is also provided in the table summarizing the 
results. 
Analyses of the tests of inheritance of the various 
states of change of phase, as the flow and crown patterns 
show marked parallelism to the observations of Peterson's in 
the Activation function (Peterson, 1966). The activation 
function of En has the capacity to transiently activate En 
elements that are in an inactive phase. From the analyses 
of these tests (see Tables 30 to 43) it can be concluded 
that the bronze mutant bz-m 826301 undergoes cyclic phases 
of activity as depicted by the varied spotting pattern in 
successive generations. 
4.6. Transposable Element Content of The Mutant 
Ubiquitous is another transposable element found in the 
genome of the bz-mutant. Results from the test of Uq 
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content are presented in Table 44. Although Uq is present 
in some of the plants exhibiting bronze-mutability, results 
from the test of content of Uq in Table 13 distinctly fail 
to establish a one to one relationship of Uq with the 
bronze-mutability (Table 44.C). 
81 8002-55-3 X C sh bz/C sh bz 
CI rd X bz sh nsp 
C Sh Bz/- Sh Bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
82 6301 X 6591 
bz rd sp X bz sh nsp 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz X C sh bz-m4/C sh bz-m4 
82g 001-6 on 023-2 
bz rd sp on pale rd 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz-m4 on a-m(r)/a-ml 
83 4210-10 on 4332 
CI rd on bz sh nsp 
(C Sh bz-m/C sh bz)/C Sh Bz on C sh bz/C sh 
84 4258 X C sh bz/C sh bz 
bz rd sp X bz sh nsp 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
M 
w 
bz 
FIGURE 18. Pedigree of crosses used in the tests of autonomous mutability of bz-m 
TABLE 15. Phenotypic breakdown of progeny tests to determine the autonomous 
mutability of bz-m 826301 (see Figure 18 for pedigree) 
No Cross CI rd bz rd sp bz rd nsp bz sh sp bz sh nsp total 
1982 
1 6301 X 6591 1 269 3 5 269 547 
(confirmation ear) 
1983 
2 4210-10 on 4332 204 223 9 436 
1984 
3 4258 X 4309 342 14 2 305 663 
4 X 4310 228 7 17 234 484 
5 X 4303 255 5 8 237 505 
6 X 4301 101 1 5 109 216 
7 X 4308 224 14 13 204 455 
8 X 4309 71 23 1 118 213 
9 X 4309 187 178 365 
10 X 4303 233 211 444 
a) Bz/Bz 
Colored 
b) bz-m 826301 
2-3 b-c spotting 
c) bz-m 826301 
5-6 b-c spotting 
d) bz-m 826301 
9-10 b-c spotting 
e) bz-m 826301 
low flow spotting 
f) bz-m 826301 
high flow spotting 
g) bz-m 826301 
crown spotting 
h) bz/bz 
bronze 
FIGURE 21. Phenotypes of three different bronze alleles: 
Bz, bz and those associated with the spotting 
patterns of bz-m 82 6301 
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TABLE 16. Phenotypic ratios observed in crosses of the mutant heterozygote by bz 
tester. See Figure 16 for pedigree 
Cross 4.3.1. C Sh bz-m/C Sh Bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
CI rd bz sh 
progeny; C Sh Bz/C sh bz C Sh bz-m/C sh bz 
CI rd bz sp rd 
Expected ratio for 50% 50% 
autonomous control model 
Observed phenotypic ratios; 
kernels (%) % 3 bz rd nsp 
Cross Ci rd 5z rd sp bz rd nsp Total2+6 tested in rows 
1 2 3 4 
1983 
4210-4 on 4339 190 127 27 344 17.5 84 4210# 
4211-1 on 4303 190 3 222 415 98.7 84 4211 
4211-10 on 4336 102 18 92 212 83,6 84 4212 
4212-8 on 4337 240 191 78 509 29.0 84 4213 
4212-9 on 4337 105 106 51 262 32.5 84 4214 
4212-12 on 4743 222 140 51 413 26.7 84 4215 
4201-25 X 4310 115 51 122 288 70.0 84 4233 
#: details of the progeny are provided in Tables 17 and 18 
TABLE 17. Summary of results from crosses to test putative bz-m(r)s derived from 
Table 16 used as female parents 
Cross 4.3.2.: 
putative bz-m(r)/bz -/- X (bz*lBz)/Bz En/-
bz*: denotes a stable 
be non-responsive to 
, recessive 
any of the 
bronze allele that is known 
known regulatory elements. 
to 
1 
Male parents 
84 4321 
with putative 
f" 1-4323-1 
subtotals 
within 
% of 
positive 
Female -10@ -lie ( —3 &--4)@ 5tB@ 16B@ 2tB@ 6B* SB* families response 
1984 
4210 
negative 
positive 
1 
0 
2 
0 0 0 
1 
0 
10 
2 16.66 
4211 
negative 
positive I 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 3 4 8 66.66 
4212 
negative 
positive 
3 
1 
1 
0 
3 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
11 
1 8.33 
4213 
negative 0 1 0 0 1 
positive 2 3 4 1 10 90.9 
4214 
negative 0 2 3 1 6 
positive 1 10 3 5 45.45 
4215 
negative 0 3 3 
positive 3 2 5 62.5 
4233 
negative 0 0 0 0 
positive 5 11 7 100.00 
subtotal negative responses 35 
subtotal positive responses 38 
total number of ears examined 73 
@ Random bulk of pollen from plants in 
* Random bulk of pollen from plants in 
# Number of ears examined. 
row 84 
row 84 
81 8002-55-3 X C sh bz/C sh bz 
Cl rd X bz sh nsp 
C Sh Bz/- Sh Bz X C sh bz/C sh bz 
82 6301 X 6591 
bz rd sp X bz sh nsp 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz X C sh bz-mé/C sh bz-m4 
82g 01 on 23 
bz rd sp on pale rd 
C Sh bz-m/C sh bz-m4 on a-m(r)/a-ml 
83 4201, 4210, 4211, or 4212 on 83 4301-4310; or 83 4331-4350 
Cl rd on bz sh nsp 
(a-m(r)/a-ml)/A (C Sh bz-m/C sh bz-m4)/C Sh Bz on C sh bz/C sh bz 
84 4210-4215; 4233 X 4321 bulked or 4323 bulked 
bz rd nsp X cl rd sp 
C Sh bz-m-st/C sh bz X (bz*/Bz)/Bz a2-m(r)/a2 En/+ 
85 4825x-4832x X respective sibs in 85 4824x-4832y 
bz rd nsp X bz sh nsp (sib-kernel) (note: 85 4826x was bz—Bz 
C Sh bz-m(st)/C sh bz* +/+ X C sh bz/C sh bz* ?En? 
FIGURE 20. Pedigree of crosses used in obtaining families used in 
reconstitution test 
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TABLE 18. A summary of the reconstitution test 
number of 
plants exhibiting 
row no. selection progenitor putative bz-m(r) 
1985 
4825X bz rd 84 4210 -22/4321 -ItB 3/5 
4826X bz-^Bz 84 4210 -22/4321 -ItB 5/5 
4824Y bz rd 84 4215 -21/4321 -2tB 6/6 
4828X bz rd 84 4211 -21/4321 -ItB 4/4 
4831X bz rd 84 4213 -21/4321 -ItB 1/3 
4830X bz rd 84 4213 -21/4321 -ItB 5/6 
4828Y bz rd 84 4233 -21/4321 -2tB 2/2 
4830Y bz rd 84 4233 -22/4321 -2tB 2/4 
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TABLE 19. Summary of tests of inheritance of changes of 
state 
year row no. selection 
exceptional 
pattern associated 
derived tables 
1982g 
002-1 CI rd 19 
1983 
4203 3 c-d 
4203 6 b-c 20 to 28 
1984 
3 a-b 
1236X 2 a = ' " 20 and 21 
9-10 c-d 
1227 5 c-d ^.5-6 d 22 and 23 
1230 6 b-c —<C 24 and 25 
9—10 c—d 
^ 5-6 d 
1226 8b 3 b 26 to 28 
^ 9-10 b 
FIGURE 19. Model for the origin of bz-m(i) and bz-n(r) derivatives of bz-m 826301 
and the expected phenotype of the derivatives in the presence of En 
1 .  bz-m 
En 
\7 alteration 
Bz of  En 
ybz-wlA) 
When 
Crossed by bz* En/-
Expect bz rd sp 
2.  bz-m 
En 
Bz 
loss of En bz-nl^} 
with alteration of Bz bz 
b z  rd nsp 
3.A. 6z-m(/z.)4-linked En 
Bz 
bz-m (4.) 
cross ove bz rd sp 
to 
3.B. —do— 
3 # C. —do— 
^ . . bz-mf/iRTy^ 
transposv^on NC 
of En 
loss of bz-n{fl] 
with alteration of Bz bz 
—do— 
bz rd nsp 
TABLE 20. Summary of inheritance of change of state associated with the 841236X 
state 
selection in row no. 
test of change 
of state 
preponderant 
spotting pattern 
progenitor;6 b-c 83 4203 
progeny(Fl):2a 84 1236X 3/3# 9-10 b 
progeny(F2);3 a-b 86 2257X 3/3 8-10 b 
;9-10 c-d 86 2257W 2/2 9-10 b 
#-denotes that of 3 plants tested, all 3 showed a change of state 
TABLE 21. Inheritance of change of state associated with the 841236X state 
bz rd spotted kernels # 1 bz bz 
cross 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 flow nsp sh 
1984 
1236X-1 X 1117 2 10 4 0 0 0 0 2 37 9 41 114 266 
x-2 X 1118 2 3 5 0 0 0 0 8 25 10 13 165 205 
x-3 X 0956 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 4 39 9 16 11 89 
1986 
2257X X 2036 67 102 0 37 169 
X 2039 b3 117 5 31 23b 
X 2036 41 9b 2 27 174 
2257W X 2039 55 109 3 42 207 
207 
X 2036 29 125 2 39 176 
to 
cn 
#; 1-3 denotes low spotting pattern 
4-6 denotes medium spotting pattern 
7-10 denotes high spotting pattern 
TABLE 22. Summary of inheritance of change of state associated with the 841227 
state 
selection in row no. 
test of change 
of state 
preponderant 
spotting pattern 
progenitor:6 b-c 
progeny(F1); 5 c-d 
progeny{F2):2-3 b 
5-6 d 
9 b 
83 4203 
84 1227 
85 5455 w 
85 5456 X 
85 5457 X 
85 5460 z 
85 5455 V 
85 5456 w 
85 5457 w 
5/5 
3^3 
ii 
8-10 b-c 
10 b-c 
9-10 b-c 
8-9 b-c 
10 b-c 
10 b-c 
9-10 b 
10 b-c 
TABLE 23. Inheritance of change of state of state 841227 
bz rd spotted kernels 
cross 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 flow nsp 
1984 
1227-21 X 0956 3 2 2 2 0 0 1 4 54 50 23 4 
-1 X 1501 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 55 24 0 2 
-22 X 1111 1 0 2 5 1 1 4 6 42 58 22 14 
-23 X 1111 0 0 0 0 2 2 6 41 90 43 10 19 
1985 
5455W-1 X 544574 
-3 X 2960 
5456X-1 X 544511 
x-2 X 5445x5 
x-3 X 5445x4 
5457X-1 X 2959 
x-2 X 5445y2 
x-3 X 5445y5 
26 
12 
1 
- 3 
: 4 
0 
- 7 
"13 
84 
: 36 
40 
81 
- 97 
122 
2 
4 
6 
7 
3 
0 
2 
5 
bz bz 
sh 
194 
68 
189 
176 
25 130 
54 110 
134 180 
39 62 
90 181 
81 159 
31 90 
102 154 ro CO 
5460Z-1 X 2947 
z-2 X 5445x 
z-3 X 2947 
7 
3 
0 
111 
52 
• 73 
2 115 227 
23 44 108 
0 2 71 
5455vl X 5445x 
v2 X 5445y6 
v3 X 5445x3 
5456wl X 5445x 
w2 X 2946 
w3 X 5445y3 
5457wl X 5445y4 
w2 X 5445X 
16 
0 
2 
7 
" 1 
- 8 
6 
"13 
-12 
-205 
105 
99 
40 
28 
41 
5 57 185 
0 45 117 
0 22 162 
33 23 179 
4 23 85 
11 70 116 
18 95 204 
4 57 114 
TABLE 24. Summary of inheritance of change of state of state 841230 
test of change preponderant 
selection in row no. of state spotting pattern 
progenitor;6 b-c 83 4203 
progeny(Fl):6 b-c 84 1230 6/6 9-10 b-c 
progeny (F2);2-3 b-c 86 2256x 2/2 7-9 c-d 
86 2256V 2/2 
TABLE 25. Inheritance of change of state of state 841230 
cross I bz rd spotted kernels | bz bz 
1984 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 flow nsp sh 
1230-4 X 1113 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 20 31 25 117 
—21 X 1113 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 74 33 7 15 78 
-22 X 0959 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 32 42 10 12 130 
-23 X 0959 0 3 0 4 3 0 0 2 63 37 54 55 200 
-24 X 2221 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 4 38 34 39 74 160 
-25 X 1114 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 3 25 5 18 146 234 
1986 
2256x X 2036 1 11 1 1 72 1 0 4 75 
X 
2256w 
w 
X 
X 
X 
2036 
2206 
2228 
1 8 1 1 166 
74 
1 3 
2 
0 
37 
10 
13 
214 
71 
74 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 " 1 1 1 80 1 
TABLE 26. Summary of inheritance of change of state of state 841226 
test of change preponderant 
selection in row no. of state spotting pattern 
progenitor:6 b-c 83 4203 
progeny(Fl):8 b 84 1226 10/10 7-10 b-c 
progeny(F2):5-6 d 85 
85 
5457X 
5460z ¥A 10 10 b-c b-c 
progeny(Fl):8b 84 1228 6/6 . 9-10 b-c 
progeny(F2): 3b ii 5458w 5459w 2/2 1/3 9 10 b-c c-d 
9-10 b 85 5460w 0/2 1-2 a-b 
TABLE 27. Inheritance of change of state 841226 
bz rd spotted kernels bz bz 
cross 
1984 
1226-1 X 2221-6 
-It X 0956 
-2 X 2221-8 
-6 X 1756 
-6t X 0956 
-21 X 0956 
-22 X 1111 
-23 X 1113 
-24 X 1130 
-25 X 2217-3 
1985 
5457X-1X 2959 
X-2X 5445y-2 
x-3 X 5445y5 
5460Z-1 
z-2 
z-3 
1984 
2947 
5445x 
2947 
IT 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TT 
0 
3 
1 
7 
T3 
7 
- 3 
- 0 
1228-3 X 1111 0 0 0 2 0 
-4 X 1113 4 3 3 2 0 
-It X 1702 0 1 4 2 0 
—21 X 1505 0 0 0 0 0 
-22 X 1756 2 5 6 1 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 8 9 10 flow nsp sh 
7 22 58 72 1 0 157 
5 24 38 48 2 2 125 
0 10 43 84 16 3 177 
2 7 37 25 2 10 73 
34 25 18 12 2 4 86 
14 41 78 24 0 3 136 
7 25 39 62 3 6 151 
5 16 92 74 0 4 202 
4 17 28 9 0 6 46 
2 7 61 67 13 3 150 
0 32 49 0 0 81 159 
0 78 0 19 2 31 90 
1 1 50 64 5 102 154 
1 0 0 110 2 115 227 
0 0 0 52 23 44 108 
0 1 0 73 0 2 71 
0 0 68 42 16 90 198 
2 7 11 79 9 42 142 
6 17 98 55 13 10 178 
0 8 106 26 0 2 150 
1 7 58 62 6 56 210 
TABLE 28. Inheritance of change of state of state 841226 
1 bz rd spotted kernels 1 bz bz 
cross 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 flow nsp sh 
1985 
5458W-2 X 5445yl 0 0 2 0 2 3 13 43 47 0 0 32 122 
w-3 X 5445y6 0 0 2 3 3 9 0 5 125 30 4 18 193 
5459W-1 X 2946 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 110 93 
w2 X B445y 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 1 1 42 20 20 181 
w3 X 2942 0 0 4 2 0 1 0 0 0 7 0 135 146 
5460W-1 X 5445x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 79 101 
w-3 X 5445y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 253 227 
134 
TABLE 29. Summary of tests of inheritance of changes of 
phase 
Exceptional 
pattern associated 
year row nos. selection derived tables 
82g 002-1 CI rd 29 
83 4203 3 c-d 30 to 43 
6 b-c 
.lo flow 
84 1225-6 5 c-d 30 and 31 
flow 
lo flow 
84 1226-2 8 b <^ > hi flow 32 and 33 
crown 
^lo flow 
84 1226-25 8 b ——<7 34 and 35 
hi flow 
-lo flow 
84 1227-21 5 c-d 36 and 37 
^hi flow 
,lo flow 
84 1228-lt 7-8 b CT 38 and 39 
flow 
<
lo flow 
40 and 41 
hi flow 
85 5460y 9 b >• crown 42 and 43 
TABLE 30. Summary of inheritance of change of phase associated with the state 
841225-6 
selection in 
test of change 
row no. of phase 
preponderant 
spotting pattern 
progenitor;6 b-c 83 4203 
progeny(Fl):5 c-d 84 1225-6 
progeny(F2);lo flow 85 5452x 
hi flow 85 5452y 
progeny(Fl):hi flow 86 2248y 
(F2);lo flow 86 2248z 
4/8# 
VA 
9—10 b—c 
10 b-c 
10 b-c 
spotted* 
spotted* 
spotted* denotes non-classification of spotting as low, med or high. 
4/8#: denotes that of the 8 plants tested, 4 showed change of phase. 
TABLE 31. Inheritance of change of phase associated with state 841225-6 
cross 
bz rd spotted kernels 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 flow 
bz bz 
nsp sh 
1984 
1225-6 
-It 
-21 
-22 
X 0956 
X 1111 
X 1112 
X 1756 
-23 X 2217-12 
-6 X 2221-9 
-24 X 2221-10 
1985 
5452X-1 X 2945 0 0 
x-3 X 2946 0 2 
5452y-2 X 2445x 0 1 
y-3 X 5445y 0 0 
1986 
2248y 
y 
y 
y 
2248Z 
z 
X 2228 
X 4949 
X 2228 
X 2234 
X 2228 
X 2229 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
3 
1 
0 
2 
2 
0 
1 2 6 8 85 25 
3 4 11 16 102 16 
0 0 3 4 39 20 
0 0 2 16 40 33 
0 2 5 29 63 44 
0 0 5 21 46 37 
0 0 0 0 4 0 
0 1 0 . 1 4 64 
0 1 0 0 0 28 
0 1 0 1 0 19 
1 0 0 0 9 81 
îî 
13 
29 
2 
10 
4 6 41 
3 3 136 
0 2 67 
0 6 91 
0 5 149 
27 24 189 
10 205 204 
0 5 66 
2 24 77 
2 18 84 
12 0 98 
1 8 57 
1 10 18 
7 72 75 
14 67 109 
1 34 52 
4 39 60 
TABLE 32. Summary of inheritance of change of phase associated with state 
841226-2 
selection in row no 
test of change 
of phase 
preponderant 
spotting pattern 
progenitor;6 b-c 83 4203 
progeny;(Fl):8 b 84 1226-2 
progeny{F2):lo flow 85 5454x 
hi flow 85 5454y 
progeny(F3):crown 86 2242x 
7/10 
\'A 
0/3 
8-10 b-c 
10 b-c 
nsp & 10 b-c 
spotted* 
spotted* = denotes non-classification of spotting as low, medium or high. 
TABLE 33. Inheritance of change of phase associated with state 841226-2 
bz bz 
cross 
1984 
-1 X 2221--6 
-It X 0956 
-2 X 2221--8 
—6 X 1756 
-6t X 0956 
-21 X 0956 
-22 X 1111 
-23 X 1113 
-24 X 1130 
-25 X 2217--3 
5454y-l 
r-i 
1986 
2242X 
X 
X 
2944 
2945 
2946 
X 2205 
X 2230 
X 2230 
1985 
5454X-1 X 5445X 3 
x-2 X 5445X 2 
x-3 X 2944 1 
2 
0 
0 
4 
5 
4 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
3 
•40 
27 
6 7 8 9 10 flow nsp sh 
0 7 22 58 72 1 0 157 
0 5 24 38 48 2 3 127 
0 0 10 43 84 16 6 180 
0 2 7 37 25 2 10 73 
4 34 25 18 12 2 4 86 
2 14 41 78 24 0 3 136 
4 7 25 39 62 3 6 151 
0 5 16 92 74 0 4 202 
0 4 17 28 9 0 6 46 
0 2 7 61 67 13 3 150 
0 0 0 0 37 16 20 66 
0 0 0 0 139 17 20 116 
0 0 4 0 132 18 10 216 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 49 
1 4 
0 144 
7 18 
1 154 
5 0 
3 3@ 188 
4 5@ 156 
2 3@ 111 
112 
6 
157 
218 
227 
129 
@ = denotes crown spotting. 
TABLE 34. Summary of change of phase associated with the state 841226-25 
selection in 
progenitor(Fl);6 b-c 
progeny(Fl):8 b 
progeny(F2):lo flow 
hi flow 
row no. of phase 
83 4203 
84 1226-25 7/10 
85 5453X 2/3 
85 5453y 2/3 
spotting pattern 
9-10 b-c 
non-spotted 
non-spotted 
TABLE 35. Inheritance of change of phase associated with state 841226-25 
I bz rd spotted kernels | bz bz 
cross 123456789 10 flow nsp sh 
1984 
1226-1 X 2221-6 0 0 7 22 58 72 1 0 157 
-It X 0956 0 0 5 24 38 48 2 3 127 
-2 X 2221-8 0 0 0 10 43 84 16 6 180 
—6 X 1756 0 0 2 7 37 25 2 10 73 
-6t X 0956 0 4 34 25 18 12 2 4 86 
-21 X 0956 0 2 14 41 78 24 0 3 136 
-22 X 1111 0 4 7 25 39 62 3 6 151 
-23 X 1113 0 0 5 16 92 74 0 4 202 
-24 X 1130 0 0 4 17 28 9 0 6 46 
-25 X 2217-3 0 0 2 7 61 67 13 3 150 
1985 
5453X-1 X 2947 2 9 120 74 
x-2 
x-3 
5453y-l 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2947 
2946 
2943 
2943 
2943 
U 2 
4 
3 
6 
4 
88 
174 
# 
26 
110 
195 
48 
167 
8 
5 
34 
0 
TABLE 36. Summary of inheritance of change of phase associated with the state 
841227-21 
selection in 
test of change 
row no. of phase 
preponderant 
spotting pattern 
progenitor:6 b-c 
progeny(Fl);5 c-d 
progeny{F2);lo flow 
hi flow 
84 1227-21 4/5 
85 5455X 2/3 
85 5455y 1/3 
9-10 b-c 
nsp + few crown 
nsp 
TABLE 37. Inheritance of change of phase associated with the state 841227-21 
cross 
1 
1 2 3 
JJZi 
4 
i u : 
5 
>pUL. 1 
6 
-CU. 
7 
n.ci. 11 
8 9 10 
1 
flow 
LIZ. 
nsp 
uz. 
sh 
1984 
1227-1 X 1501 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 55 24 0 2 70 
-21 X 0956 3 2 2 2 0 0 1 4 54 50 23 4 192 
-22 X 1111 1 0 2 5 1 1 4 6 42 58 22 14 189 
-23 X 1111 0 0 0 0 2 2 6 41 90 43 10 19 176 
-24 X 0956 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 85 72 
1985 
5455X-1 X 2960 
x-2 X 2959 
x-4 X 2960 
5455y-l X 5445yl 0 
y-2 X 5445y2 0 
y-3 X 5445y 0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
3 
3 
7 
4 
0 
20 il 
7 
4 
0 
1 
1 
4 
2 4 0 
0 0 0 
13 5 
46 
6 
8 
3 7@ 52 130 
5 14@ 148 172 
19 3@ 117 143 
13 44 138 
4 118 132 
6 119 147 
@ = denotes crown spotting 
TABLE 38. Summary of inheritance of change of phase associated with the state 
841228-lt 
selection in row no. 
test of change 
of phase 
preponderant 
spotting pattern 
progenitor;6 b-c 
progeny(Fl);7-8 b 
progeny(F2);lo flow 
hi flow 
83 4203 
84 1228-lt 
85 5458X 
85 5458y 
4/5 
2^ 3 
9-10 b-c 
10 b-c 
10 b-c 
TABLE 39. Inheritance of change of phase associated with the state 841228-lt 
cross 
1984 
1228-lt 
-3 
-4 
-21 
— 2 2  
1985 
5458X-3 
5458y-l 
y-2 
1 bz rd spotted kernels 1 bz bz 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 flow nsp sh 
1702 0 1 4 2 0 0 6 17 98 55 13 10 180 
1111 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 68 42 16 90 198 
1113 4 3 3 2 0 0 2 7 11 79 9 42 142 
1505 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 106 26 0 2 150 
1756 2 5 6 1 0 0 1 7 58 62 6 56 210 
2959 0 0 1 0 2 4 0 0 0 194 0 8 198 
2959 0 1 2 0 1 2 4 8 5 63 32 30 208 
2947 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 3 41 65 
2959 4 0 7 3 4 7 2 2 0 34 3 68 164 
TABLE 40. Summary of change of phase associated with the state 841228-4 
selection in 
test of change 
row no. of phase 
preponderant 
spotting pattern 
progenitor:6 b-c 83 4203 
progeny(Fl);7-8 b 84 1228-4 
progeny(F2):lo flow 85 5459x 
hi flow 85 5459y 
4/5 
!'A 
9/10 b-c 
non-spotted 
non-spotted 
TABLE 41. Inheritance of change of phase associated with the state 841228-4 
bz rd spotted kernels | bz bz 
cross 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 flow nsp sh 
1984 
1228-lt X 1702 ' 0 1 4 2 0 0 6 17 98 55 13 10 180 
-3 X 1111 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 68 42 16 90 198 
-4 X 1113 4 3 3 2 0 0 2 7 11 79 9 42 142 
-21 X 1505 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 106 26 0 2 150 
-22 X 1756 2 5 6 1 0 0 1 7 58 62 6 56 210 
1985 
5459X-1 X 2960 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 19 11 165 202 
x-2 X 5445y 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 197 160 
x-3 X 5445X 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 162 174 
5459y-l X 5445y 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 6 63 119 
TABLE 42. Summary of inheritance of change of phase associated with the state 
855460-y 
selection in row no. 
test of change preponderant 
of phase spotting pattern 
progenitor;6 b-c 
progeny(Fl);8 b 
progeny(F2):9 b 
progeny(F3): crown 
83 4203 
84 1226-22 
85 5460y 
86 2242w 
2/3 
2/2 
10 b-c and nsp 
med-hi spotting 
TABLE 43. Inheritance of change of phase associated with state 855460-y 
cross 
1985 
5460y-l X 
y-2 X 
1986^ ^ * 
2242W-1 X 
1 bz rd spotted kernels 1 bz bz 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 flow nsp sh 
5445x 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 1 0 0 176 207 
5445x 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 10 71 90 
5445x 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 119 12 11 161 
2039 1 30 1 0 114 127 2037 1 1 0 19 2 b  
149 
TABLE 44. Test for the interaction between Uq and bz-m 
Plants of the genotype (C Sh bz-m/C sh bz)/C Sh Bz A/a-ruq 
were crossed by the standard a-ruq tester (A) and as males 
on the standard bz tester (B). Presence of bz-m and Uq are 
indicated by a '+' or a sign in the respective columns. 
Summary of genotypes available and the number of plants in 
each class (C). 
Cross CI rd cl sp rd cl nsp rd Total Uq 
A. 
1984 
4051xltX 2853 135 117 38 280 + 
x2 X 1304 173 19 102 294 + 
x3 X 1304 175 89 73 337 + 
x4 X 2853 73 91 164 + 
x5 X 1304 163 115 47 325 + 
x6 X 1304 132 140 272 -
1984 
4051yl X 1304 124 37 80 241 + 
y2 X 2853 207 90 91 388 + 
y3 X 1304 43 49 5 97 + 
y4 X 1305 127 79 84 290 + 
y6 X 2853 194 79 58 331 + 
y7 X 2853 115 80 63 258 + 
CI rd bz sp rd bz nsp rd Total bz-m 
B. 
1984 
4301 X 4051x1 223 201 (sh) 424 -
4301 X x2t 117 94 3 214 + 
4310 X x3 137 119 13 269 + 
4304 X x4 111 99 22 232 + 
4307 X x5 152 114 (sh) 266 -
4307 X x5t 87 79 (sh) 166 -
4302 X x6 159 87 49 295 + 
1984 
4306 X 4051yl 142 117 15 274 + 
4301 X y2 113 89 (sh) 202 -
4301 X y4 174 153 14 341 + 
4303 X y5 159 107 40 306 + 
4308 X y6 201 177(sh) 378 -
4304 X y6t 78 44 5 127 + 
4310 X y7 163 109 3 275 + 
150 
Table 44. Continued 
C. 
bz-m 
spotted 
bz 
stable 
a-rug 
spotted 8 4 
Uq 
a-rug 
colorless 
(no Uq) 
1" 0 
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5. DISCUSSION 
Transposable elements are prevalent in a wide 
assortment of maize stocks. Mp has been shown to be found 
generally in maize stocks (Brink and Nilan, 1952, Barclay 
and Brink, 1954). En/Spm was recovered in a large number of 
native populations of maize grown by tribal Indians of 
distant South American valleys (Gonella and Peterson, 1977) 
although the initial discovery of En/Spm by Peterson was 
among kernels exposed to irradiation at the Bikini atoll 
(Peterson, 1953). The Dt element (Rhoades, 1936) and the 
Feu system (Gonella and Peterson, 1977) are, likewise, found 
naturally among tribal maize. The Bergamo, Bg, transposable 
element has been found in numerous maize inbreds and 
varieties (Salamini, 1981). Similarly, weakly active Cy 
elements were found in several genetic stocks and Plant 
Introduction accessions (Schnable and Peterson, 1986). 
Peterson and Salamini (1986) found the Uq and Mih regulatory 
elements in a survey of the Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic 
series (Hallauer et al., 1983) and in some of the inbreds 
derived from these populations. An expanded study to screen 
for the presence of Uq element in numerous maize inbreds 
showed positive results (J. Cormack, 1987, Department of 
Agronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, lA, personal 
communication). 
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With the availability of molecular probes for several 
of the genetically characterized transposable elements, a 
canvassing of maize lines for copy numbers of transposable 
element sequences or related sequences via Southern blot 
analysis is now possible (Southern, 1975). The Ds element 
of maize has been shown to exist in 40 or more copies 
(Geiser et al., 1982; Fedoroff et al., 1983; Peacock et al., 
1983). About 30 copies of I (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1984) 
and 10 to 80 copies of Mul (Strommer et al., 1982; Bennetzen 
et al., 1984) have been identified in maize lines. Clnl is 
a repeated sequence with more than a 1000 copies (Shepherd 
et al., 1982). Bsl probes, however, detect only one to five 
bands (Johns et al., 1985) (see Figure 8 for a list of 
structural features of maize transposable elements). These 
findings underscore the pervasiveness of transposable 
elements or related sequences in the maize genome. 
Given that transposable elements in maize are 
ubiquitous, what then restricts their identification and 
recognition? Historically, transposable elements came to be 
identified from studies of variegation. The recognition of 
the presence and the role of these interesting segments of 
DNA in the genome may well be described as an instance of 
serendipity. 
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The presence of transposable elements in the genome is 
often detected by their disruptive role in gene function. 
When an element transposes and integrates into or very near 
a functional segment of DNA, it often causes an inactivation 
of that gene by its insertion. Relief from such an 
insertional inactivation is usually had when the inserted 
element excises precisely and transposes away. Such a 
precise excision and transposition restores the original 
form of the gene prior to the insertion. Such visitations 
of elements followed by their excisions during the ontogeny 
of a tissue leads to a lack of the gene product(s) (encoded 
by the gene being visited) followed by turning on of the 
gene product(s). Were the gene under such a regulation to 
be associated with a plant phenotype that is readily 
recognizable, as in the genes governing anthocyanin or 
starch biosynthesis in the kernel of maize, the element-
mediated variegation affords a dramatic visual impact. And, 
thus the presence and role of a transposable element in a 
genome are readily recognized. 
That transposable elements, whether in an autonomous 
state or in a non-autonomous state, must be associated with 
a "reporter-allele" before its presence can be detected 
phenotypically is axiomatic. Such an association in itself 
does not guarantee the uncovering of the element. A 
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consummate back-crossing program to various tester stocks 
accompanied by an ability to identify the deviant plant type 
or an exceptional-looking kernel and to characteize the key 
ingredients that contribute to the identification of a 
transposable element. Identification is but the first step 
in a long series of further tests and studies required to 
determine the inheritance of the element. Various gents or 
treatments induce the movement of transposable elements as a 
result of, what McClintock terms as, a stress condition to 
the plant. 
Thus, to retrace the sequence of events, an En element 
transposed to the Bz locus causing it to mutate to bz-m. 
Subsequent excision and transposition of the En element from 
the bz-m allele in some of the mutant lines yielded the bz-
m(r) allele as a result of what is postulated to be an 
imprecise excision of the En element and its leaving a 
residue at the Bz locus. This putative residual element is 
now responsive to the trans-active signal(s) of the En 
element. 
5.1. Transposable Element Content of bz-m 826301 
An isolation plot was set up in the year 1981 with an 
intention of obtaining En related bz-m. The pedigree of the 
female parent population in this plot contained at least two 
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different sources of Ens; viz; one associated with c-m(r) 
and another with a-m (papu). Fortuitously, the desired 
transposition of En to the bronze locus occurred (Peterson, 
1983c). The new mutant, bz-m 826301 was recovered at the 
-5 
rate of one in 6 X 10 . This rate of insertion and 
recovery compares well with those of En insertions at other 
loci as listed below; 
Allele Rate Reference 
- 6  
wx-844 1 in 1.9 X lO.g Peterson, (1985) 
wx-841 1 in 3.9 X 10_c Peterson, (1985) 
sh-826466 1 in 1.2 X-10_ 4  Peterson, (1983a) 
sh 1 in 6.8 X 10_c Peterson, (1983a) 
c2 1 in 2.5 X 10 Peterson, (1983b) 
5.1.1. bz-m 826301 is regulated by the En Transposable 
Element 
The new mutant, bz-m 826301, has been established as 
being under the control of the En transposable element by a 
standard crossing program (see Tables 5 through 9 of 
Results). Presence of En was monitored by three standard 
reporter alleles, a2-m(r), a-m(r) and a-ml. The concomitant 
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presence of the bz-m allele when selecting for colorless, 
spotted kernels (from a and a2) and, conversely, the absence 
of bz-m when selecting for colorless, non-spotted a and a2 
alleles (i.e., absence of En), is confirmation of the 
association of the En transposable element with the new 
mutant bz-m 826301. 
5.1.2. Autonomous Control of the Mutant 
The intimate association of an En element with the 
bronze mutable locus, bz-m 826301, is indicated by the 
absence of En among the Bz/Bz segregants (see Tables 6 and 7 
of Results). The low frequency of bz-stables or bz-nulls in 
test-crosses of bz-m/Bz lends support to the hypothesis of 
autonomous control. The few instances of large number of 
bz-nsp kernels obtained have been shown to be derivative 
states of the bz-m allele (see Sections 4.4). The alternate 
hypothesis to the autonomous control of the bronze mutable 
locus would be the segregation of numerous Ens which would 
simulate an autonomous regulation. However, such an 
alternate hypothesis can be discounted in this instance due 
to the total absence of even one En element among the Bz/Bz 
segregants that appeared among the variegated a2-En 
selections. This latter finding lends further support to 
discount the existence and the role of numerous Ens in the 
regulation of the bronze mutable bz-m 826301. Thus, the 
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autonomous regulation of bz-m 826301 by an Enhancer, En, 
transposable element is well established. 
5.2. Derivative States of the Mutant 
Several derivative states of the original mutant bz-m 
826301 were identified and examined during the course of 
this investigation. Test-crosses of bronze-mutable 
heterozygotes, bz-m/Bz, preponderantly gave rise to bz-m 
kernels with rare exceptional progeny, which had a high 
number of non-spotted, bronze kernel ('83 4201-27, for 
instance). Such deviant types were hypothesized to be 
putative bz-m(r)s. Analysis of these exceptional types 
through standard crossing strategy established their 
derivative status via test of reconstitution. 
Additionally, a flux of spotting pattern was derived 
from the original primary family. Standard test-crosses of 
plants derived from kernels with these spotted patterns gave 
rise to a wide array of spotting patterns in the subsequent 
generations. These derivative states were followed through 
(Section 4.4.) and predictions about their behavior has been 
made. 
The origin of non-autonomous elements from deletion-
derivatives of regulatory elements has been proposed as the 
mechanism for the origin of two-element control at a number 
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of loci as En (Peterson, 1970, 1976;) and Uq (Friedemann and 
Peterson, 1982). 
Recent molecular revelations of non-autonomous elements 
of En/Spm inserted at the A locus confirmed the deletion-
derivative model as a source of non-autonomous (receptor) 
elements (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1984; Tacke et al., 1986). 
The autonomous En element is 8.3 kb of DNA in length 
(Pereira et al., 1985, 1986). The a-ml state 6078 is a 
recessive allele and is responsive to the trans-active 
signal(s) of an En regulatory element. This recessive state 
carries a 2.2 kb insert which is an internal deletion of the 
8.3 kb £?n insert. From state 6078, two other states of a-
ml, 5719A-I and 1112 were derived (Reddy and Peterson, 
1984). In both of these, the internal deletion has been 
extended to varying degrees. The insert at the wx-m8 allele 
of the waxy locus is identical to the one in state 6078 of 
the a-ml allele (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1984). The non-
autonomous En/Spm insert at the bz-ml3 is also identical to 
the element found in wx-m8 and a-ml 6078 (Schiefelbein et 
al., 1985). 
The En/Spm element inserted at the al-m2 allele and 
several of the non-autonomous derivatives of it have been 
characterized by restriction analysis (Banks et al., 1985). 
Most of these derivatives have been shown to be deletion 
derivatives of the En/Spm regulatory element. 
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Among a majority of the cases, the En/Spm-induced 
'states' of the a locus are shown to be generated by 
internal rearrangements, mainly deletions, within the 
insertion element (Doring and Starlinger, 1986). 
In the Ac-Ds system, the simplest Ds elements are 
internal deletions of Ac. The deletion of a 0.2 kb fragment 
within an open reading frame of Ac-wx-m9 has been reported 
to cause the loss of its regulatory capability and renders 
it to be an element that behaves genetically as a passive 
receptor element, namely Ds-9 (Fedoroff et al., 1983 and 
Pohlman et al., 1984). On the basis of sequence homology, it 
appears that Ds6, Ds9, Ds5933 and the Ds elements in sh-
m6233 and adhl-2Fll represent deletion derivatives of Ac 
and, therefore, may be classified as non-autonomous elements 
or as defective regulatory elements (Doring and Starlinger, 
1986). 
It would seem reasonable to expect the bz-m(i) state 
derived from the new bronze mutant to have also arisen 
through internal rearrangement, possibly a deletion, to 
result in a non-autonomous, receptor state. The exact 
nature of this derivative state (receptor) other changes of 
state detailed in Section 4.4 await molecular probing. 
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5.3. Changes in Phase in the Mutant 
Among the many families of maize transposable elements, 
the Ac-Ds system is one of the well characterized systems 
both at the genetic and the molecular level. Genetically, 
the Ac element is characterized by three features: (i) its 
capacity for autonomous transposition, (ii) its ability to 
activate non-autonomous Ds elements, through its trans­
acting signal(s), and (iii) its dosage-dependent temporal 
regulation of Ac and Ds transposition (McClintock, 1947). 
Heritable changes that affect the activity of Ac elements 
are often related to the loss of all Ac functions. Such 
events stem from gross internal rearrangements of the insert 
including deletions and are usually irreversible. 
Changes of phase are alterations in the functioning of 
the transposable element from an active to an inactive mode 
or vice-versa. Peterson (1966) described cyclical changes 
of phase to be phase variation. The initial description of 
changes of phase and phase variation were made by McClintock 
(1957, 1958). The two components of the En/Spm element, the 
s and m, have been shown to undergo phase variation 
independently (Peterson, 1981). The disappearance and re­
occurrence of the s and m functions are thought to result 
from transient inactivation rather than true losses. 
Molecular evidence from studies on the wx-m7 mutant, which 
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exhibits phase variation points to no alteration in either 
the position or the orientation of the Ac element at this 
mutant allele, but rather a modification of the element, as 
through methylation, in its inactive phase (Chomet and 
Dellaporta, 1984). Such changes in phase have been 
documented in other systems of maize transposable elements 
as Dt, Ug, and Ac (see Schnable, 1986). Such altered Ac 
elements behave as Ds and are regulated by autonomous Ac 
elements. A second type of phenomenon which McClintock 
described as 'changes in phase' (McClintock, 1963) is a 
reversible inactivation of Ac which causes an Ac element to 
cycle between active and inactive phases or vice-versa 
during the ontogeny of the plant and the kernel. 
Chomet et al. (1987, Cold Spring Harbor laboratory. 
Cold Spring harbor, NY, personal communication) in their 
studies of Ac at wx-m7 found regions of Ac DNA to be 
modified when the Ac was inactive. The modification 
appeared to involve cytosine methylation and seemed to be 
specific for Ac DNA since restriction enzymes sensitive to 
methylation cleaved flanking Wx DNA but not the internal Ac 
sites when Ac was inactive. Further, within limits of 
resolution, differences in methylation were the only changes 
observed between active and inactive Ac elements. Neither 
the position nor the orientation of the Ac element in 
relation to the host Nx locus was discerned. 
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McClintock detected the ac t iva t ion  function in 
conjunction with the variable-response to dosage of class II 
states of a2-ml. This activation function was first 
detected in crosses between plants that had an a2-ml but 
lacked a Spm and plants carrying a2 and one dose of Spm,  
True to expectation, ears carrying the a2-ml  heterozygote in 
the progeny generation fell into two categories: one half 
was colored due to the absence of Spm; the other half 
exhibited a typical one Spm spotting pattern. However, 
there were instances of ears exhibiting three groups; one 
half that did not receive Spm and were colored; the other 
half split evenly into two categories of (a) one spotted 
with a one Spm pattern while the other (b) exhibited a 
spotting pattern typical of three Spms. The latter category 
,(b), arose from the activation of an inactive Spm that was 
activated by the active Spm contributed by the pollen 
parent. This activation phenomenon, however was transient 
and functioned only in the presence of another activating 
Spm (McClintock, 1959). Removal of the active Spm through 
processes of meiotic segregation returns the inactive Spm 
back to its original inactive state. 
The activation function of En/Spm can activate a-m 
(flow) in the top of the kernel (crown), where it is 
normally inactive, a-m (flow) causes a dense streak of 
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spotting pattern from the base of the kernel to its apex, 
whereas En' is active throughout the aleurone but gives rise 
to fewer spots due to a weak m signal. In the absence of 
the activation function, the a-w (flow) and En' would cause 
heavy spotting in the gown of a kernel as a result of the a-
m(flow) signal and few spots in the crown due to the action 
of En'. Yet, kernels with this genotype exhibit an uniform 
dense spotting throughout the kernel. This phenomenon is 
thought of to result from the activation of the inactive or 
quiescent a-m (flow) in the crown of the kernel by the 
activation signal of En' (Peterson, 1966). 
Doerschug (1976) characterized a transposed Dt  which 
along with its ability to transpose could also undergo phase 
variation. This observation is supportive of the positional 
basis for phase variation. 
Chandler and Walbott (1986) demonstrated that a loss of 
Mutator-derived mutability on selfing or out-crossing to be 
commonly associated with a decreased digestability of Mu 
elements with several C-methylation sensitive restriction 
enzymes. Similar conclusions were observed by Bennetzen 
(1987 Department of Biological Sciences, Purdue University, 
Lafayette, IN, personal communication)) from his work that 
Mu transposed elements in active Mutator lines when analyzed 
by several C-methylation sensitive restriction enzymes were 
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"under-modified" as compared to the total maize nuclear DNA. 
Intercrossing of diverse Mutator lines led to discrete 
"hyper-modification" of the Mu element coincident with a 
loss of mutagenic activity. 
If methylation alone were the key to phase variation 
then composition could play a role in the transient 
inactivation of regulatory elements. 
5.4. Transposable Elements Present in bz-m 826301  
The bz-m 826301  mutant contains the En element. Since 
bz-m, was recovered from a progenitor source previously 
known to have contained an active En at two different loci, 
the presence of En in the &z-mutant is not a surprise. Uq,  
Ubiquitous, so named for its prevalence in maize lines, is 
also present in the mutant. The origin of this Uq is not 
clear, though. A limited test of Line C failed to uncover 
any active Uq element (Peterson and Friedemann, 1983). Uq 
is known to be present in some tester lines such as a sh2  
(Schnable, 1986). The mere presence of an active element 
alone does not indicate a relationship between the element 
and the mutable allele. Uq is present in plants that do not 
exhibit the bronze mutability under investigation. Only En 
forms a one-to-one relationship with the element causing 
mutability of bz-m 826301 .  
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5.5. Transposable Elements in the Scheme of Things; A 
Contemplation 
According to one author, Keller, the study of plant 
transposable elements has today graduated out of the 
draconian days of ignorance, disbelief and even disdainful 
contempt that it first met (Keller, 1983) soon after its 
initial discovery by Barbara McClintock in 1946. Some of 
the uncharitable response (Keller, 1983) meted out to the 
then burgeoning facet of genetics emanated, in part, because 
"McClintock was ahead of her times"; even the concept of 
DNA as the hereditary material had not gained currency, let 
alone acceptance, and to a certain degree McClintock's own 
personality that precluded her from telling her story in a 
convincing manner with dogged pursuit to an unbelieving 
audience. It was not until Brink and Peterson joined forces 
in the 1950s by not only elucidating the complex mechanisms 
involved with the mystiques of transposable elements but 
also confirming and discovering aspects anew and 
independently of this phenomenon and educating their peers 
one step at a time, in small doses, that this new branch of 
science gained a modicum of respect among the scientific 
community (Fincham, 1983). The onset of modern methods in 
biochemistry that included techniques as digesting genomic 
DNA by restriction endonucleases and adaptations of 
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electrophoretic techniques that transferred fragments of DNA 
from an agarose gel onto a firmer nitrocellulose base has 
led to the vindication of the molecular prophesies made 
through genetic research. The study of transposons which 
was once fashionable to be lampooned at (Keller, 1983), has 
now been transformed into a band-wagon for many an 
investigator that has set his eyes on fame and/or fortune. 
Modern biochemistry has indeed provided the impetus that was 
badly needed to a branch of science that is now readily 
recognized as a near panacea for many ills of all biologic 
forms; and without such a stimulus, the study of transposons 
may well have suffered an infantile strangulation. 
It is only fair to indicate here that some reputable 
scholars of genetics have taken exception to Keller's 
(Keller, 1983) viewpoint (see Fincham 1983; Laughnan, 1984) 
of McClintock being initially "consigned to obscurity" and 
to have been "rehabilitated only fifteen or twenty years 
later after the molecular evidence for transposable 
sequences in bacteria had become indisputable" (Fincham, 
1983). In fact, Laughnan (1984) believes that McClintock's 
initial work and publications on this phenomenon were both 
understood and appreciated by maize geneticists from the 
very beginning. 
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A wide array of transposable elements has been 
discovered and studied in great detail. Included in such a 
catalog would be autonomous elements, trans-activatable 
elements, elements that are defective, elements that undergo 
reversible changes in their ability to transpose and to 
trans-activate non-autonomous elements and so on. These 
elements have been shown to be heritable, to undergo 
heritable changes that include the nature, frequency and 
developmental timing of the changes that they elicit. Their 
extraordinary capacity to reprogram, restructure and 
relocate genes is a fascinating facet of their behavior. 
These mobile elements have been shown to add new 
nucleotides to the genome by their activity encompassed by 
insertion, target-site-duplication and imprecise excision. 
The genetic diversity so created and acted upon by forces of 
selection can, and do, have far reaching evolutionary 
implications. The role of transposons as tools in the study 
of gene regulation has emanated from several leading groups: 
their findings that these elements cause quantitative 
changes in gene expression, in developmental time and tissue 
specificity and in reversion are indeed illuminating. 
Cloning of genes by using transposon-tagging (Fedoroff et 
al., 1983) has now advanced to the level of a routine 
undertaking and such an accomplishment throws open the flood 
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gates to a multitude of pursuits particularly in the 
improving of plant varieties and breeding lines. 
Additionally, the prospects of using plant transposons as 
integration modules or vectors to introduce a desirable 
segment of foreign DNA into totipotent cells of plants adds 
yet another dimension to the multifarious uses of this 
phenomenon (Freeling, 1984). 
Speculations regarding the origin, perpetuation and 
role in the genome of transposable elements are rife and 
they are but reflections of our understanding of these 
mobile elements or lack thereof. Regardless of whether they 
are termed as "foreign" elements such as virus particles 
that had invaded the maize genome (McClintock, 1965a,b), or 
as "mobilized control sequences" (McClintock, 1964) that 
regulate other genes in a structured manner, or for that 
matter, strike a relationship between retro-virus-like 
-particles and transposons on the basis of properties of the 
virus-like particles that appeared spontaneously in old 
cultures of Drosophlla melanogaster, (Shiba et al., 1986) or 
even term them as "selfish DNA", (Dawkins, 1976, Doolittle 
and Sapienza, 1980) because of their frequent replication 
that permits them to stay 'one step ahead' of selection, and 
hence aid their perpetuation, the fundamental role of these 
mobile elements in the shaping and the reshaping of genes 
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and genomes (Nevers and Saedler, 1977; Saedler et al., 1983; 
Syvanen, 1984; Schwartz-Sommer et al., 1985a; Peterson, 
1986) and the implications that stem from these constant 
changes can not be undermined or ignored. And we have just 
begun to assimilate the implications of the genetic 
mechanisms that are so elegantly elucidated in studies of 
the maize transposable elements. 
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